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"An agile
organization
looks across
the multiple
dimensions of
talent, culture,
organization
structure and
leadership, and
embeds flexibility
in each."

Abstract
In this turbulent world, the only thing which does not change is the change itself. In the
business world which is being influenced increasingly under the three “C”s customer,
competition and change, the Challenge before the Organizations is to respond quickly to
the demands of these three “C”s. In the past decade, most companies adapted restructuring
and re-engineering in response to environment challenges and demands, but today the old
approaches and solutions have lost their edge to deal with the organizational challenges.
Today's companies need radically different strategies in order to compete and win. "Corporate
Agility" provides the answer. The organizational agility is a wise and complete response to
the rapidly changing requirements in competitive markets and succeeds by exploiting the
opportunities that the organization gets.
Introduction

A

prevailing topic in industrial and academic environment is how organisations
can successfully deal with unpredictable and constantly changing business
settings. Proposed competitive means in the literature, initially included price,
moved forward to include product or service quality and delivery time, nowadays
it also incorporates customer choice and customer satisfaction. Among the recent
proposals of how organisations may successfully deal with an unpredictable
environment, the notions of ‘agility’ or ‘flexible organisations’ are the most
predominant and popular.[13]

The concept of agility originated at the end of the eighties and in the early nineties
in the manufacturing industries in the United States. Agile Manufacturing was first
introduced with the publication of a report entitled 21st Century Manufacturing
Enterprise Strategy. [5].
Wadhwa and Rao (2003) describe the differences and overlap between flexibility
and agility. Flexibility is defined as a predetermined response to a predictable
change, while agility entails an innovative response to an unpredictable change.
Flexibility is focused on single systems for low to medium rates of change, while
agility is focused on groups of systems to deal with high rates of change.[15]
Business agility can be implemented either proactively (leading or initiating a
change placing organizations in a leadership position) or reactively (responding to
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differences. No decision-making style is universally or
constantly applicable.

change, either opportunistic or degenerative, in order
to retain competitiveness) highlights the importance
of both sensing capabilities (detecting, anticipating)
and responding capabilities (physical ability to act
rapidly and with relative ease.[4]

Improving an organizational agility involves
coordinated action across several fronts: how talent
is sourced and deployed; how people are given the
skills to meet a company’s needs both now and in the
future; how HR matches capabilities with business
goals; and how the ability to manage change is
adopted more broadly across the organization.

The concept of quickness and therefore speed is at the
heart of agility—it is the capability of an organization
to rapidly execute decision making and operational
cycles. Speed can be required in various areas, like
time to market new products, time to process an order
or service request, time to assemble a virtual business
network for collaboration, time to reconfigure
organizational processes and systems to react to
certain changes, and so on.[2]

The agile organization sources and deploys talent in
ways different from its competitors. In hiring, these
companies look beyond the narrow skills needed
for particular jobs to find people with a portfolio
of broader, related capabilities. They also screen
for people who are, by nature, more adaptable and
willing to embrace change.

Taking all of the above considerations into account,
the definition of business agility in the view of Authors
can be defined as :

The HR function of the agile organization acts less
like a process administrator and more like an active
the right mix of capabilities are to be assembled
for specific business needs, then some part of the
organization must be responsible for knowing who
has what capabilities. That’s the job of the new HR:
understanding, at a detailed level, the knowledge,
skills and abilities of the workforce, and then acting
as a broker to match the right talent with the right
business goals. participant in flexibly matching talent.

“Business agility is the ability to sense highly uncertain
external and internal changes, and respond to them
reactively or proactively, based on innovation of the internal
operational processes, involving the customer in exploration
and exploitation activities, while leveraging the capabilities
of partners in the business network.”
Corporate Agility
A recent report from the Economist Intelligence
Unit,The Economist says organisations can be at
a competitive disadvantage because it is not agile
enough to anticipate fundamental marketplace
shifts. The main obstacles to improved business
responsiveness are slow decision-making, conflicting
departmental goals and priorities, risk-averse cultures
and silo-based information. Technology should
function as a change agent in the use and adoption
of best-in-class knowledge sharing processes, so
companies can improve their use of critical data[14]

An agile organization looks across the multiple
dimensions of talent, culture, organization structure
and leadership, and embeds flexibility in each. It adds
up to a workforce that can move closer to the speed of
ideas and opportunities. Truly effective collaboration
involves the wide distribution and free flow of
information, quick sharing of perspectives from across
the organization, and rapid decision making that can,
when needed, jump hierarchies in a single bound
Agility on the demand side no longer stops at the
door of the marketing department. It touches sales
and customer service, too, upending every segment
of the traditional demand funnel, from the earliest
awareness building and consideration to conversion
and retention, across all customer touch points.
Customers don’t see the distinctions: If they cannot
return something purchased online to the physical
store, that provider has just gotten a black mark. Today,

According to McKinsey & Co. the benefits of agility
include faster revenue growth, greater and more
lasting cost reduction, and more effective management
of risks and reputational threats.
Agility also manifests itself in the ability of top
leaders to change their decision-making styles to
accommodate an array of variables, such as urgency,
risk level, time constraints, and regional and cultural
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agility also means being able to meet unexpected
surges in demand generated by customer advocacy.

they will respond to certain situations—for instance,
to a price drop by a competitor or the merger of two
rivals.

The rise of volatility and market turbulence makes it
far more important to get risk management right.

Adapting : Once initial market changes have been
identified, organizations often find that they need to
rework some of their business processes. Some may
tailor their organizational structures to better handle
ongoing changes in their markets.[16]

At root, strategic agility is a relative concept. Its value
is seen in an organization’s ability to continually
outrun its rivals by executing consistently. It goes to
the heart of the way a company decides how to use
its critical resources—its money and its people. This
implementation piece is integral to the holistic view of
strategic agility adopted by leading companies; they
are constantly refining their ability to shift resources
to where they will have the most impact.

Two Factors That Create Turbulence in Business
Environments are: complication and complexity.
Something that is complicated has many parts and
is hard to understand. Something that is complex
is unpredictable (or
at least less predictable).
Furthermore, complexity can be further defined
by volatility (speed, magnitude) and ambiguity
(the haziness of reality), as well as uncertainty
(lack of predictability). Turbulence has an upside—
opportunities for those who can weather the
dynamism and complexity, “Companies don’t pass
through life cycles, opportunities do.[3]

Components of Agility
Agility refers to a company’s capacity to anticipate,
sense and respond to volatility in its markets to its
advantage. Market volatility is a tremendous source
of opportunity for companies that have developed the
capabilities to not only manage risk but also respond
to it more effectively than their competitors .

An Agility Framework
The starting point of Agility Frame work is the
contributing factors, which are external and internal
changes that can create a need for business agility. An
organization’s business agility readiness is determined
by its business agility capabilities. Business agility
capabilities are the means or barriers for a business
to enhance its business agility. Business agility
capabilities are the reasons behind the existence or

Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary defines Agility”as:
1. The ability of being quick and well-coordinated
in movement; nimble. Active, lively. 2. Marked by
an ability to think quickly; mentally acute or aware
Anticipating : This means developing a view of
possible or likely changes-not trying to predict actual
changes. Anticipating includes a rigorous review of
customer needs and industry forces, and an evaluation
of likely scenarios of industry consolidation, product
development, pricing and customer needs

Business
Agility
Need (BAN)

Change
Factors

Sensing : This involves continual reviews of market
conditions, looking for trends and especially
anomalies in customer behavior, competitor moves,
supply chain shifts, supply/demand changes, and
macro- and microeconomic developments. It requires
strong analytics capabilities.

Industry Sector
Characteristics

Business
Agility
Capabilities

Responding : The key is to respond to market shifts
faster than competitors do. This includes rapid
decision making, testing responses on a pilot basis
and then scaling for a broader response. It frequently
includes preset “plays,” where management teams
have agreed ahead of time how

Business
Agility Gap
(BAG)

Business Agility
Readiness
(BAR)

Relationship and measured
(Expected) relationship but not measured
BAR was only measured for change factors scoring 4 or 5 on BAN

Fig. 1 – An Agility Framework -Adapted from Sharifi & Zhang, 1999 [12]
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“Doing less,” for example, isn’t usually in a manager’s
lexicon they want to do more and more. But figuring
out the primary focus and eliminating marginal and
low-value work can bring substantial benefits. If these
things were easy, they probably would not be worth
doing

non existence of agility gaps. If there is a mismatch
between the businesses agility need and the business
agility readiness, there is a business agility gap. This
has implications for the business agility strategy.[12]
Can Corporate Agility be Predicted?
If information is the currency of our digital age, then
knowledge is the coin of the realm. Nowhere is this
more true than in today’s workplace. Everywhere
we turn, we are inundated with data. Content,
once largely proprietary, now proliferates through
an abundance of channels. As the plethora of
information swells, management and employees may
find themselves drowning in it.

The Corporate Agility Dividend : How to get it?
Managing in a time of impermanence is no easy feat.
To compete, businesses need to refine organisational
processes and leverage institutional and outside
knowledge more effectively. Companies can’t
change their infrastructure to meet the whims of
the marketplace. What they can do, however, is
streamline, simplify and integrate the processes that
support their true engine of growth.

The surfeit of information comes at a time when
companies the world over are challenged to
become more nimble in the face of change. The
market volatility of the past year has highlighted in
sometimes painful fashion the need for companies to
anticipate and address pivotal events that affect their
business. Planning for the unpredictable may seem an
impossible irony, but many firms appear to recognise
that in a period of turbulence, an organisation’s ability
to flex and respond is critical for sustaining growth.

Most companies need to make more progress in
transforming their knowledge processes to fit the
demands of the knowledge age. Because technology
underpins nearly every business process today,
it can help those in the workplace improve their
use of critical data. Knowledge management and
collaboration systems top the list of tools that will play
a key role in the interplay between organizational
agility and superior innovation.

Sensing Change

The Agility Dividend

The first key to strategic agility is anticipation.
Although leading companies are becoming ever
more adept at market sensing—and using analytical
tools and capabilities to develop actionable insights
from what they’re sensing—many others still have
ample room for improvement. Strategic agility is at its
most effective when an organization turns strategic
insight into opportunities with clear decision-making
guidelines and the willingness to allocate resources
that constantly drive premium results.

As well as the efficiency dividend from less or more
efficient use of space, Researcher (Mark Dixon and
Philip Ross, 2011) have identified two other key
dividends that can be derived through agile work - a
happiness dividend and productivity dividend. [10]
The productivity benefits that result from reduced
downtime as ‘always on’ cloud technologies and
portable devices allow agile work to be adopted .

The critical aspects of being Agile and doing Agile that
managers and executives need to focus on first, the
most critical aspects of being adaptive leaders. These
are outlined in Figure 2.
Doing Agile

Being Agile

- Speed-to-value - Do Less
- Quality
- Engage & Inspire

- Adapting
- Exploring

- Facilitating
- Riding Paradox

Enterprise Agility Vision

Efficiency
dividend

Property (p)

Fixed (f) and
operational (o)
cost savings

Happiness
dividend

Commuting (c)

Time (t) and cost
(c') savings

Productivity
dividend

Downtime (d)

Employee/salary
costs (s)

These three elements can be weighted and given a
coefficient based on the importance of each factor

Fig. 2 – Core Adaptive Leadership Model[8]
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to the company. They can create an equation for
calculating the Agility Dividend as follows:

overcome obstacles. At this stage, business leader
participation is critical. Getting business leaders
and line managers on board can be difficult
as they may be reluctant to alter their line
profitability mindset. Engaging business partners
early increases the likelihood of program success.

Agility Dividend = p (f+o) + c (t+c') + d (s)
Particularly in the services sector and especially under
turbulent economic and financial conditions, there is
a distinct need for more efficient, high quality and
flexible services. Quality of services is attributed a
critical role in the marketing literature in enabling
firms to achieve a differential advantage over their
competitors and greatly contributes to customer
satisfaction and loyalty , profitability and productivity
of the firms.[7]

4.

The Five Steps to Achieving Agility
Numerous companies have proven that agilitybuilding processes can be used in a variety of scenarios
when integrated support programs are in place These
programs require open collaboration across human
resources, real estate and information technology. By
integrating these functions, a company will increase
its agility.
1.

Create Shared Need :
Driving collaboration
is no easy task. Ambiguous goals and
misaligned agendas can undermine productive
teamwork. Instead, teamwork relies on an open
leadership approach.. In order to facilitate open
communication, a scorecard should be used
to monitor and report results against program
costs and savings. This tool reinforces the shared
need and creates interest at all levels within the
organization.

2.

Shape the Vision : Assembling a team of actionoriented problem-solvers is key. The expanded
team that includes business leaders impacted by
this change will collect data, analyze information
and identify possible scenarios before moving
forward.

3.

Mobilize Commitment : With the value
proposition and desired outcomes clearly in place,
the next step is planning and implementation
using a blitz team approach This team would
refine the vision for the new work environment,
create a comprehensive plan for change, and
develop the tools. The team would also address
potential roadblocks and determine how to

Monitor Progress :
Applying a balanced
scorecard approach, one with multiple metrics
that are shared across business units, allows an
organization to gauge its success against stated
goals. This also avoids the danger of a single
measure, such as employee satisfaction, that
may undermine this initiative if it is not met
or circumstances change. Measuring several
elements such as employee turnover and
retention, employee engagement, customer
satisfaction, innovation, utilization rate and
occupancy gives a broader and deeper picture
of the change’s impact. A key component at this
stage is to communicate the program’s successes
to all stakeholders, including the executive
leadership and business partners.

Factors That Hinder Organizational Agility & Resilience :
Barriers to organisational agility include conflicting
departmental goals and priorities, a culture of risk
aversion and silo-based information, poor leadership,
and inadequate planning and risk management.
Cultures That Can’t Adapt
A study by Booz Allen Hamilton study found that
many companies suffer from unhealthy cultures
that struggle to implement agreed-on plans because
lines of responsibility and authority are ambiguous,
are paralyzed by multiple layers of management,
or are too complex to be effectively managed by a
small team that refuses to delegate decision-making
responsibilities.[11]
Poor Leadership
Poor leadership can undermine change efforts.
“Humans have a knee-jerk tendency to fear and resist
any kind of change” - even positive ones. A shift in
thinking that supports resilience begins, with open
communication between change leaders and the
employees who will be implementing new work
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Conclusion

processes. Leaders who solicit and apply employee
input into the design of new work processes are more
likely to manage change well.[6]

Successful companies have a lean profile,
providing flexibility to meet changing business
conditions. By contrast, companies with traditional
management models that include fixed locations,
costs and employee work practices create significant
inefficiencies and obstacles to achieving corporate
agility. These companies will need to rethink all aspects
of their management models before implementing
progressive plans to achieve true corporate agility.[9]

A Failure to Plan
Companies that fail to plan-especially for unexpected
or catastrophic events-may not have the resilience
they need to bounce back from disaster.[1]
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Reliability Centered Maintenance
Dr A N Das*
"The purpose of
RCM is to focus
resources where
they are required.
It is designed to
balance the cost
and benefit, to
obtain the most
cost-effective PM
programme. Its
main focus is
on the system
functions rather
than the system
hardware. "

Abstract
This paper summarizes the main elements of Reliability centered maintenance (RCM) in
6 basic steps for easy understanding and for use as a ready reference. RCM is a method
for maintenance planning developed first within the aircraft industry and later adapted
to several other industries and military branches. The approach is to a great extent based
on the outline of the RCM methodology by Rausand&Vatn(1998). At the end, RCM steps
have been applied to a typical industrial pump and its outcomes have been presented as an
example.

Introduction

S

ince end of world war II, there has been continuous effort in maintenance
management to develop advanced technologies and techniques, to enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance. Out of the different techniques that
have been developed in maintenance field, some are quantitative in nature whereas
the others are purely qualitative in their approach. RCM or Reliability Centered
Maintenance is such a qualitative technique. While quantitative techniques (like
mathematical modeling and application of OR) have found it difficult to prove its
fruitful applicability in shop floor, qualitative techniques like RCM and TPM, have
since long established their benefit in many industries.
What is RCM
In simple terms RCM is a technique or tool that is used to determine the cost
effective maintenance requirements of plant and equipment concurrently taking
into account the conditions which influence the way in which that maintenance
is carried out. It is, in other words, technique to develop a PM (Preventive
Maintenance) programme.
It is called RCM because it recognizes that the inherent reliability of any equipment
is established by its design and the build quality and that, at the same time an
effective PM can help to ensure that its inherent reliability is achieved, it cannot
improve upon that inherent reliability.

*General Manager(HRD), MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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How is RCM Utilized

•

Each Production center is then sub - divided
into: UNITS performing a distinct process in
the overall process that is carried out in the
production center.

•

Each unit being a collection of systems which are
independent or/and adjacent to each other -each
system being a distinct part of a unit.

•

Each system can be divided into sub-systems usually a piece of equipment.

•

Each sub-system is collection of many assemblies
– each assembly being a distinct and sometimes
replaceable part of an sub-system.

•

Each assembly is combination of many
(replaceable or not) components, which usually
can not be divided further physically or logically.

RCM is Based on Two Principles:
1.

If an equipment failure has significant consequences
then it is essential to try and prevent it.

2.

If the consequences of equipment failure are
not significant, then it is not worth carrying
out preventive maintenance (other than basic
servicing and lubrication routines)

The purpose of RCM is to focus resources where
they are required. It is designed to balance the cost
and benefit, to obtain the most cost-effective PM
programme. Its main focus is on the system functions
rather than the system hardware. Thus in the process,
many cost-ineffective PM tasks are eliminated from
PM programme.
The application of RCM technique is accomplished
with systematic steps that are narrated in the next
section. It basically provides answer to the following
seven questions :
a.

What are the functions and associated performance
standards of the equipment under study?

b.

In what ways does it fail to fulfill its functions?

c.

What is the cause of each functional failure?

d.

In what way does each failure matter?

e.

What can be done to prevent each failure?

f.

What should be done to prevent each failure?

g.

What should be done if a suitable preventive task
cannot be found?

Hence, the classification makes a hierarchal tree
consisting of Production Centers–Units–Systems–
Subsystems–Assemblies– Components. Use of numeric
codes for each level of classification, makes it easier for
reference and identification. After classification (which
can be initially carried out in pilot areas) one goes to
next step.
STEP 2 : Identify significant systems/equipment in
order of importance
The management team (operations & engineering),
first of all, must identify the significant equipment
within their area of control. With limited resources,
RCM aims for most optimum utilization. Hence,
prioritization of equipment is essential for RCM
application. SYSTEM level is usually recommended
as starting point. In fact, one should select a stand
alone item or that piece of equipment (system or sub
system) which has at least one independent function.

Steps of RCM Technique.
STEP 1 : Classify the equipment
The initial application of RCM is often time intensive
because industrial installations generally may contain
many thousands of pieces of plant and equipment,
each item having specific function(s), which in many
cases is unique. This is particularly true in case of Steel
Industries. The structure outlined below is used to
simplify the process of identification of this plant and
equipment :
•

In RCM, we ultimately find out maintenance tasks
with their frequencies of execution. Hence it is
better, if a higher level (in classification hierarchy)
equipment is considered for RCM, as it is difficult to
define performance standards at lower level. On the
other side, at very high level, it is difficult to define
equipment function independently. Hence, the
management team must slect the equipment for RCM
study striking balance between this two aspects.

Each Work is divided into major operational
areas, often based on Production cost/process
Centers.
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STEP 3 : Assess function of the equipment

STEP 4 : Assess Reasons for each Functional Failure

Engineering Management team then clearly identify
and/or assess function of the equipment in study,
keeping in mind that:

In this step, the management team makes an
exhaustive collection of all modes of failure at each
item level of the equipment that lead to failure of the
functions enumerated in previous step.

•

The equipment may have a number of functions
at its each item level.

We can begin to do this by examining history cards,
shift logs, data records and by questioning those
involved. The main reasons for failure can be broadly
categorized into 10 areas. They are:

•

Identical equipment/items may have different
functions in different situations.

•

Apart from main functions, the equipment may
have many auxiliary functions.

•

Specified conditions of operation not adhered to.

•

Equipment overload.

Some functions may be protective in nature,
some may be interface functions (between two)
and some are information functions only like that
of alarms, gauges etc.

•

Mal-operation.

•

Incorrect repair.

•

Incorrect lubrication.

•

Failure to maintain service/inspection schedules.

•

Poor quality spares.

•

Accidental damage.

•

Inadequate plant/equipment design.

•

Erection /installation not to specification.

•

•

Some functions may be on-line some may be off-line.

•

Some functions may be superfluous, but its
failure may cause failure of other functions.

•

Each function will embody a performance standard.

For example, imagine a simple hydraulic system
operating a BF gas control damper for a works Furnace
and consider what the Function or Functions of that
Control Damper are.

A brain storming session by the total management
team is essential in this step to prepare an exhaustive
list. The total effectiveness of RCM depends on the
output of this step.

The function/s of a BF gas control damper on a works
furnace might be:

STEP 5 : Establish the consequences of failure for each
mode of failure.

1.

The operations team may say that the function is
to control the BF gas flow in relation to demand.

2.

The instrument team may say that the function is
to regulate the BF gas flow in relation to demand
and fail safe in the event of low gas pressure or
volume combustion air failure - or flame loss.

Let us understand this step with an example. Considering
again our simple hydraulic system operating a BF Gas
Control Damper for a Works Furnace:

3.

4.

The consequences of failure of a BF gas control
damper on a works furnace might be:

The engineering team may say that the function is
to regulate the BF gas flow in relation to demand
and contain the hydraulic fluid.

1.

The operations team may say that the
consequences of failure is loss of output until the
problem is rectified.

2.

The instrument team may say that the
consequences of failure are loss 'of outputpotential damage to the furnace (by poor
combustion, explosion etc.).

3.

The engineering team may say that the
consequences of failure are loss of output potential damage to the equipment - potential
loss of hydraulic fluid.

Other groups may add other functions - all of
which may be correct.

The task of determining the FUNCTION or
FUNCTIONS of an ITEM is not an easy one - but it
is essential if the technique of RCM is to be properly
utilized.
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4.

The safety officer may say that the consequences
of failure are loss of life and/or damage to plant
and equipment(through hydraulic oil leaks,
incorrect combustion, explosion and/or fire).

Hence, we begin the process of determining the
maintenance requirements of any equipment by
establishing whether the loss of its function has
significant consequences.

5.

Other groups may add other consequences - all
of which may be correct

•

If it does not, then no preventive maintenance is
carried out other than scheduled lubrication and
servicing.

•

If it does, then the next step is to find out if it is
possible to prevent the failures, and if not, what
else can be done.

Remembering that RCM is based on two principles
mentioned in the beginning, we can now decide
which category our simple hydraulic system operating
a BF Gas Control Damper for a Works Furnace comes
under in terms of the Consequences of Failure. It is
clear there are significant consequences of failure in
this case.

This step of RCM primarily sets out to:
a.

Define the different types of Maintenance Task.

RCM classifies the consequences of failure into four
groups in order of criticality :

b.

Discuss the use of the RCM Decision Diagram in
deciding which maintenance Task is applicable.

1.

c.

State the reasons for applying a basic order of
preference to Maintenance Task selection.

d.

Identify criteria to confirm the applicability and
effectiveness of Maintenance Task Selection.

Hidden Failure Consequences - no direct impact
but increased risk of subsequent failure mainly
concerned with Safety.

2.

Safety Consequences. potential danger, damage
and subsequent cost.

3.

Operational Consequences. direct economic loss
as well as the direct cost of repair.

4.

Non - Operational Consequences - only the cost
of repair.

The Maintenance Tasks
In RCM there are in total 8 actions or tasks that can be
carried out in PM programme. :

RCM therefore forces a structured evaluation of
the consequences of failure in descending order
of importance. The aim in the step is to fix the
criticality rank for each of the failure mode. The task
of determining the Consequences of Failure of an
Item is not an easy one- but it is again essential if the
technique of RCM is to be properly utilized.

•

There are four basic categories of preventive
maintenance tasks:

A.

Scheduled Plant Condition Monitoring (PCM) :


STEP 6 : Determine, document, apply and monitor the
Maintenance Tasks that can be carried out to prevent or
eliminate failure.

B.

1.

If an equipment failure has significant
consequences then it is essential to try and
prevent it.

2.

If the consequences of equipment failure are
not significant, then it is not worth carrying
out preventive maintenance (other than basic
servicing and lubrication routines)

Scheduled Rework. :


At this stage we must reproduce the two principles of
RCM :

C.

The stripping and overhaul of an item or the
re-manufacturing of a single component so
as to restore it to its original condition - at or
before a specified age regardless of its actual
condition at the time

Scheduled Discard. :
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A management tool that utilizes a number
of techniques to monitor and measure
identified performance standards so as
to give early warning of potential failure
conditions

The discard of an item or component - at
or before a specified age - regardless of its
actual condition at the time

Reliability Centered Maintenance

D. Scheduled Failure Finding


The periodic checking of hidden functions
to ensure that they are operational (a hidden
function being one that has no immediate
consequences but which may lead to long
term failure).

•

If there is no preventive maintenance task we
consider 2 further types of default action:

E.

No Scheduled Maintenance.


F.

The First Preference - Plant Condition Monitoring
(PCM Tasks)
PCM Tasks are considered first for the following reasons:
1.

PCM Tasks can nearly always be performed
without moving the equipment from its installed
position - usually while it is operating (so seldom
interferes with the production process), they are
also relatively easy to organize.

2.

PCM Tasks can identify potential failure before
functional failure occurs, therefore - avoiding
the consequences of that failure, the possibility
of expensive secondary damage, the loss of
production output.

3.

PCM Tasks may identify specific potential failure
conditions in advance, therefore - the necessary
corrective action can be identified before starting
repairs, preplanning is facilitated, overall
workload can be reduced.

4.

PCM Tasks facilitates the realization of almost all
useful equipment life, therefore repair and spares
stockholding costs can be kept to a minimum.

The decision taken when there is no
evidence that the application of any of the
other tasks will improve reliability

The modification of an item or component
to reduce the risk of failure to an acceptable
level of safety

We must also still consider the 2 types of
maintenance task that are not included in formal
task selection:

G. Lubrication and Servicing.


The
application
of
manufacturers
recommendations with respect to simple
maintenance routines

H. Zonal Checks and walk around Inspections.


The basic order of preference for the selection of
maintenance tasks is same in each column.

The reason for following this basic order of preference
are outlined below.

Re-design


•

•

The Second Preference - Scheduled Rework Tasks
(SR Tasks)

The utilization of the human senses so as
to monitor operating and maintenance
performance at an agreed frequency.

SR Tasks are considered second for the following reasons:
1.

SR Tasks require the equipment to be stopped and/
or removed from its installed position (usually to
a workshop), production is nearly always affected
in some way, work is more difficult to organize.

2.

The RCM Decision Diagram is an Algorithmic
Diagram that simply asks a series of questions each
question requiring a YES or NO answer - Which leads
to the selection of the correct Maintenance Task. If we
analyze this RCM Decision Diagram (Annexure -1) we
notice that:

SR Tasks are usually carried out when the point
prior to the average age at which the item is
known to fail- many times items are removed in
advance - some items that failed prematurely.

3.

SR Tasks can be cost effective for failures with
major economic consequences or if the cost of
doing the SR Task is significantly lower than the
cost of repairing the functional failure.

•

4.

SR Tasks are re-manufacturing and generate a
higher workload than PCM Tasks.

How do we decide which of these Maintenance Tasks
to select and how we confirm that the selection made
is most appropriate. – Selection Aided by the RCM
Decision Diagram.
RCM Decision Diagram

The consequences of failure are listed along the
top of the diagram.
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The Third Preference - Scheduled Discard Tasks
(SD Tasks)

•

Where there is no evidence that the application
of a Maintenance Task will improve reliability.

SD Tasks are considered third for the following reasons:

•

Where a Maintenance task is applicable but will
not be effective.

1.

SD Tasks require the equipment to be stopped
so that the item can be replaced, production is
nearly always affected in someway.

2.

SD Tasks are usually carried out when the
equipment life can be predicted in terms of a
safe life limit (an identifiable point at which an
item or component reaches its safe life limit and
when, no failures will occur before that limit is
reached), an identifiable , point at which an item
or component reaches its economic life limit and
where most of the items survive to that age.

3.

Where a Maintenance Task is not cost effective and
there are no safety consequences, in these cases the
decision is no preventive maintenance. However, we
still have to consider three other options as follows:
Option I : Redesign
If a failure has safety consequences and no task or
combination of tasks can be found that are applicable
or effective, the items must be modified to change
the consequences or reduce the risk of failure to
an acceptable level. The alternative is to accept
conditions, which are fundamentally unsafe, which is
no longer acceptable to most industries. Even when,
safety-related failures are not involved, it may still
be desirable to modify the equipment for any of the
following reasons:

SD Tasks are economically the least attractive
of the preventive maintenance tasks. They are
normally applied when the cost of discard is less
than the cost of rework.

The Forth Preference – Scheduled Failure Finding
Tasks. (SFF Tasks)

•

To eliminate an expensive failure mode.

SFF Tasks are considered fourth for the following reasons:

•

To reduce the overall failure rate.

1.

If none of the previous three Maintenance
Tasks is applicable the default action for-hidden
functions is the SFF Task.

•

To make hidden function evident.

•

To make PCM inspections feasible.

•

To alter the consequences of failure.

SFF Tasks are concerned with hidden failures
which have no immediate consequences, so the
main objective is to find the least costly way
of ensuring the required level of equipment
availability.

•

To reduce the cost of a preventive or corrective
task.

2.

3.

However, redesign is not to be undertaken lightly
- the designer generally knows what he/she is
doing and many items of equipment made to well
established and proven designs - any redesign should
be approached with caution and under token by
specialists, preferably in consultation with the original
manufacturers.

However, it is important to remember that
the RCM approach stipulates that preventive
maintenance is compulsory for hidden functions.
That is, if a suitable preventive task cannot be
found then SFF must be carried out.

Remember - the inherent reliability of any price
of equipment is established by its design and by
how it is made, scheduled maintenance can ensure
this inherent reliability is achieved, but no form of
maintenance can yield a level of reliability beyond
that inherent in the design. Redesign may do this but
a different set of knowledge and skills are required to
take this action.

Remember that the RCM approach is based on a
formal questioning process. The questioning must
be carried out by personnel who have detailed and
expert knowledge about the plant and equipment.
Following the RCM Decision Diagram may show that
no applicable Maintenance Task can be identified for
some items. That is:
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Option II : Lubrication and Servicing

PCM Tasks :

Lubrication and servicing are usually considered
separately from the formal task selection process,
basically because it must be done and it is applicable
and effective. Lubrication and servicing are, in reality,
a simple combination of the first three Maintenance
Tasks. For example: Checking the oil level is a PCM Task
Changing the oil is a Discard Task Removing, cleaning
and replacing a filter at fixed intervals is a SR Task.

PCM Tasks are applicable where:

Option III: Zonal Inspections and Walk Around Checks

•

It is possible to define a clear potential failure
condition.

•

The PF interval is reasonably consistent.

•

The PF interval is long enough for the potential
failure to be rectified or for corrective action to be
taken.

•

It is feasible to monitor the item/component at
intervals which are significantly shorter than the
PF interval.

Walk Around Checks are used to:
•

•

Spot accidental damage. Such damage can occur
at any time and is unrelated to any definable
level of failure resistance. Such damage cannot
he predicted.

PCM Tasks are effective when:
•

A failure is "HIDDEN" (it has no direct
consequences) and a PCM Task to prevent the
failure is the least expensive way of securing the
desired level of availability.

•

A failure has serious "safety consequences" and a
PCM Task will avoid the failure.

Monitor Engineering and Housekeeping.

Zonal Inspections are used to:
•

Focus on specific areas in a more intensive way.

•

Take quantitative readings using simple
equipment - temperature, vibration, acoustics.
PCM applications using existing data can also be
collected - current, flows, pressures etc.

•

Utilize the human senses to detect - oil leaks,
looseness, bolts missing, alarms raised, potential
safety problems, tightness of connections, general
environment etc.

A failure has operational consequences and a PCM
Task will be cost effective (the cost of doing the task is
less than not doing it.
Scheduled Rework and Discard Tasks :
SR & SD Tasks are applicability where:

The frequency of Zonal Inspections are naturally
influenced by such things as the allocation of specific
areas of responsibilities, maintenance/production
relationships and the level of involvement and
commitment of the workforce. It is recommended
that they are carried out on either a shift or daily basis.
Finally, remember that both walk around checks and
Zonal inspections complement, and are not a substitute
for, scheduled preventive maintenance activities.
They are however, an essential part of engineering
managerial responsibility and are essential to monitor
and control maintenance performance.

•

There is an identifiable age at which the item
or component shows a rapid increase in the
probability of failure.

•

A large proportion of the items/components
survive to that age.

•

It must be possible to restore the original failure
resistance of the item (back to Manufacturer's
specification) by rework.

SA & SD Tasks are effective when:

Applicability and Effectiveness of Maintenance Tasks
Having chosen the most appropriate Maintenance
Task we must then assess its Applicability and
Effectiveness.
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•

A failure has "Safety Consequence" and an SA or
SD Task will avoid the failure.

•

A failure has operational consequences and an SA
or SD Task will be cost effective (after considering
the difficulty of defining an accurate age limit and
the workloads placed on workshops or outside
agencies).
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•

A failure has no operational consequences
and an SD Task can be justified in that its cost
is substantially less than the cost of a repair
following failure.

•

Flow meter - low flow alarm signal (set at 800
litres per minute) displays in the Furnace control
room and starts Standby Pump automatically.

•

Pump - low oil pressure and temperature sensor
(both of which automatically trip the motor at
pre-set levels).

•

Furnace doors - low water pressure and
temperature sensors (linked to the furnace fuel
supply in a fail safe mode. That is, either alarm
condition automatically shuts off the fuel supply).

Scheduled Failure Finding Tasks
SFF Tasks are applicability where:
•

A failure is not evident.

•

A failure cannot be effectively prevented through
the use of other Maintenance Tasks.

If the supply to the water cooled doors fails then
charging to the furnace stops which has serious
operational consequences.

SFF Tasks are effective when:
•

The SFF task will secure the availability of the
hidden function.

•

The SFF Task is the least expensive method of
ensuring the required level of availability. .

The function of the standby pump is: To cut in
automatically at a pre-set low flow rate and deliver 8
minimum of 800 litres of water per minute to the Water
Cooled Furnace Doors. The whole RCM process is
presented in annxure-II in format RCM-1 and RCM-2

A Practical Example
The total work of RCM is carried out in two
recommended formats namely RCM-1 and RCM – 2.

Conclusion
In short, the main objective of RCM is to reduce the
maintenance cost and optimize the utilization of
resources that are always limited. But, there is always
a time gap between the start of implementation of any
technique and start of realizing the benefit out of the
implementation. It is approximately 2 years in case of
RCM as per experts.

The System we are going to consider is as follows :
Cooling water is supplied to the doors on a reheat
furnace through a single stage electric motor driven
pump having a capacity of 1000 litres per minute - the
minimum flow level being 800 litres per minute. There
are two pumps one being on Standby - it is this pump
that we are going to consider for RCM application.

However, RCM benefit can be accelerated by
many other tools. The success of RCM is very
much accelerated if a good CMMS (Computerized
Maintenance
Management
System)
exists.
Interestingly, on the contrary, RCM is an effective tool
to develop database of PM jobs required for CMMS.
This is because, recommendations (on maintenance)
from equipment manufacturer/ supplier are very
often incomplete and not based on real experience.
RCM is the effective tool to develop all maintenance
requirements.

The circuit is simple and consists of:
•

Two electric motor driven pumps (one on standby).

•

Water supply inlet pipeline (the water supplied
has a small head pressure).

•

Water outlet pipeline including non return
valves, inlet/outlet isolation valves for each pump
and a common flow meter and chart recorder.

The system is equipped with the following means of
basic protection:
•

Low water supply pressure - low pressure
automatically trips the running pump motor and
prevents a manual restart until the pressure is
restored.

•

Electric Motor - Thermal Overload, Circuit
Breaker and Ammeter.

It is argued by Maintenance Gurus that RCM is more
beneficial and less cost intensive in implementation
than techniques like TPM (Total Productive
Maintenance). But, in a plant, where TPM is already
implemented, RCM can be applied very effectively.
This is evident from the steps of RCM, where we
have vouched for involvement of all - operation,
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maintenance, engineering, and even safety personnel
for RCM development.

during design or commissioning stage.
As such,
the technique can be applied and then re-applied as
the shop floor experience enriches or the standard
of maintenance increases in the drive to improve
maintenance efficiency time to time.

It is to be remembered that, RCM is applied on
equipment that has been commissioned and ready for
operation or already in operation. RCM is not applied
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RM DECISION DIAGRAM

SD Task

YES

Is a SD Task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

SR Task

YES

Is a SR Task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

PCM Task

YES

Is a PCM Task
to detect potential failures
applicable and effective

NO

Is the functional failure
evident to the operating
crew during performance
of their normal duties

HIDDEN FILURE
CONSEQUENCES
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NO

SD Task

NO

NO

NO

NO
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NO
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Redesign
Task
L & S Task
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Tsk
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SD Task
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Is a SD task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

SR task
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Is a SR task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

PCM task

YES

Is a PCM task
to detect potential failures
applicable and effective

YES

Does the failure mode have
a direct adverse effect on
production (output, product
quality or customer service)?

Is A :

NO

OPERATINAL
CONSEQUENCES

Is A :

REQUIRED YES

YES

Is a SD task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

SR task

YES

Is a SR task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

PCM task

YES

Is a PCM task
to detect potential failures
applicable and effective

YES

Does the failure mode
cause a loss of function or
secondary damage which
could have a direct adverse
effect of operating safety

SAFETY
CONSEQUENCES
NO

NO

NO

SD Task

YES

NO

NSM Task
Redesign
Task
L & S Task
Inspection
Tsk

Is A :

REQUIRED YES

NO

Is a SD task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

SR task

YES

Is a SR task
to reduce the failures rate
applicable and effective ?

PCM task

YES

Is a PCM task
to detect potential failures
applicable and effective

NON-OPERATIONAL
CONSEQUENCES

Annexure - I
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B

Pumping rate less than
800 litres per minute

Pump does not cut in
when water flow
rate falls below 800
litres per minute

Date

Date
of

Page

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair
OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair
OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair
OC - Loss of production whilst valve opened

12 Pump - impeller broken
13 Pump - shaft broken
14 Inlet isolation valve to standby pump closed

HFC & OC - Loss of production whilst valve opened

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair
HFC & OC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair
OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pipeline repaired and cost of repair
OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pipeline cleaned and cost of repair

4 Pump - Impeller worn
5 Pump - impeller damaged
6 Pump – casing worn
7 Pump – glands leaking
Outlet isolation valve to standby
8
pumppartly closed
9 Pipeline – leak before doors
10 Pipeline - obstructed

OC - Loss of production whilst valve opened

OC - Loss of production whilst fault identified
OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst pump repaired and cost of repair

3 Motor - speed to low

HFC & OC - Loss of production while pump is primed

Inlet Isolation valve to standby pump
partly closed

2 Air pocket in suction line

1

15 Outlet Isolation valve to standby pump closed OC - Loss of production whilst valve opened

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst oil replenished repaired – cost of any repair.

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst coupling repaired and cost of

8 Coupling fault failure
10 Pump - low oil level

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst motor repaired and cost of repair

7 Motor - shaft broken

11 Pump – seized

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst motor repaired and cost of repair

6 Motor – seized

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst oil replaced and cost of any

OC & NOC - Loss of production whilst motor replaced and cost of replacement

5 Motor - burn out

9 Pump - 011 leak

HFC & OC - Loss of production whilst fault corrected
HFC & OC - Loss of production whilst fault identified & breaker reset.

4 Motor - circuit breaker trip

HFC & OC - Loss of production whilst fault corrected

3 Motor – starter fault

HFC & OC - Loss at production whilst fault corrected

2 Flow meter - signal line to pump fault

NOC - No Operational Consequences (other than cost of repair)

OC - Operational Consequences

GSC - Safety Consequences

HCF - Hidden Failure Consequences, (mainly safety)

CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE

Reviewed by

Compiled by

1 Flow meter - alarm fault

REASONS FOR FAILURE

Ref.

COMPONENT: STANDBY WATER PUMP

TYPE OF FAILURE

No.

EQUIPMENT - RCM TASK - FURNACE DOOR WATER COOLING SYSTEM

A
To cut in
automatically
at a pre-set
flow rate and
deliver a
minimum of
800 Iitres
per of water
minute to the
Water Cooled
Furnace Door s

FUNCTION

RCM-1
INFORMATION
WORKSHEET

Annexure - II
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Y

Y

10

Y

Y

y
y
y
Y

Y
Y
y
y

Y
Y
Y
Y

9

Y

Y

Y
y

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1

OC

12
13
14
15
B 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A

F FF FM HFC SC

evaluation

Reference

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

NOC PCM SRT SDT SFF NSM

Task Section

Y

Y
Y

R

Y.
Y

L&S

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

I

Compiled
by
Reviewed
by
of
Initial
Interval

Shiftly

Shiftly/
Weekly

Shiftly

Shiftly

Weekly
Weekly
Shiftly

Shiftly
Shiftly
Weekly

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly

Weekly
Once per
shift

Page 1

See separate Study - Flow meter and equipment
See separate Study - Motor starter
See separate Study - Motor circuit breaker
See separate Study - Motor
See separate Study - Motor
See separate Study - Motor
Check springs, rubbers, coupling bolts and alignment
Check oil level and inspect for oil leaks
Check oil level
Monitor pump health Ammeter Readings,
Temperature
Vibration
None
None
Fit locking Mechanism/Inspect
Fit locking Mechanism/Inspect
Make valve position obvious/Inspect
None
Record Motor speed
See 1-A--11
See 1-A--11
See 1-A-11
Inspect glands
See 1-A-14
Monitor furnace doors water pressure and temperature/
Inspect pipeline
Monitor furnace doors low water pressure and
temperature

Check alarm function

Monitor health of pump

Proposed Task

Ref.

COMPONENT: STANDBY WATER PUMP

Consequence

No.

EQUIPMENT: - RCM TASK - FURNACE DOOR WATER COOLING SYSTEM

Information

RCM -2
DECISION
WORKSHEET

Operator

Operator/
Craft

Operator

Operator.

Craftsman
Craftsman
Operator

Operator
Operator
CBM

Craftsman
Craftsman
Lub. Att.

Operator

Inspector

Can be
done by
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Feature Article

Management of Waste Dump in Iron Ore Mines
Atanu Mukherjee*
"Geotechnical
consideration
covers long term
stability of waste
dump, control
of runoff water
during rainy
season, airborne
dust, slumping,
liquefaction,
foundation
failure, dumpslope problem
and, above all, the
environmental
factors."

Abstract
Mining industry contributes to the national economy in a major way and supports other
industries as suppliers of important raw material, for example, steel, cement, alumina and
power. Industrial and economic development of nation is not possible if mining industry is
not encouraged and supported like other basic industries. While mining the minerals and
ores, waste material (overburden) is produced along with minerals and ores. The waste
generation in mining industry is inevitable. All industries generate waste / rejects while
producing products and services for example, slag for steel, flyash for power, tailing for
alumina etc. Even cities and towns generate millions of tonnes of garbage; the waste so
generated requires to be disposed of in a sustainable, scientific and environment-friendly
manner. Like any other industry, Iron Ore Mining also needs space to dispose of its waste,
if it cannot be refilled in mine or used in some other ways.

Introduction

I

ndian mining activities and development date back to early stages of civilization.
During ancient time India was well advanced in process of smelting. The rustfree Iron ore pillar in New Delhi is believed to date back to the 4th century.
India’s first coal mine was in 1774, Oil well in 1866 and Gold Mine in 1880. After
Independence, there has been pronounced growth in the production of minerals
in terms of quantity and value. Today India is producing as many as 86 minerals,
which include 4 Fuel, 10 Metallic, 46 Non-metallic, 3 Atomic and 23 Minor Minerals,
including building and other Minerals. 30% of the world's titanium, 13% of high
grade iron ore, 8% of coal, 7% of chromite and 4% of bauxite are found as resources
in India. The total value of Mineral Production is increased from Rs.25-crore in
1947 to Rs.127,921.42-crore in 2013-14. Fuel Minerals are 79,602 or 62.23%, Metallic
Minerals are 27,571.16 or 21.55% and Non-metallic including Minor Minerals are
20,747.56 or 16.22%.
While mining the minerals and ores, waste material (overburden) is produced along
with minerals and ores. The waste generation in mining industry is inevitable.
All industries generate waste / rejects while producing products and services for
example, slag for steel, flyash for power, tailing for alumina etc. Even cities and
towns generate millions of tonnes of garbage; the waste so generated requires to
be disposed of in a sustainable, scientific and environment-friendly manner. Like
any other industry, Iron Ore Mining also needs space to dispose of its waste, if it
cannot be refilled in mine or used in some other ways.

*Asstt. General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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Iron Ore Mines Waste Management

all the three dimensions (length x breadth x height) of
the available area are utilized to the maximum extent.
This is possible if multi-layered dumping which is also
known as ‘lift-dumping’ is designed and executed.

The Iron Ore mining industry is no exception to
these realities. Two most common waste generated in
Iron Ore Mines are mining waste and garbage, and
both have generated controversies recently. These
two wastes need space / land to dispose of suitably.
In recent months mining waste has generated more
debate and negative attention of civil society, judiciary,
government, NGOs and regulators.

Multi-layered dumping is a common practice in all
major Iron Ore producing States in India and in other
part of the world as well. Some mining companies
have successfully designed and executed multilayered dumping. These multi-layered waste dumps
have been converted into a man-made forest where
once upon a time only bushes and grass grew. These
multi-layered dumps are stable and have remained
safe for decades, and withstood heavy rain and other
forces of the nature. They could be called as great
engineering feats and are examples of best utilisation
of limited available space.

One should try to deal with few important aspect
of the problem such as status of waste generation,
its disposal and associated measures, their impact
on environment, land and water, how to minimise
adverse impact and preventive methods. It is critical
to consider the engineering factors of mining waste
disposal first. Any iron ore mining waste dump
has to be designed taking into consideration the
characteristics of waste material (laterite, clays,
sandstone and other waste rocks), area available for
disposal within or outside the iron ore mine, suitability
of area and its extent, geography , rainfall, safety and
geotechnical consideration.

In some of Iron Ore mines it can be seen that the
barren land is used for waste dumping. The rocky
plateau and the green, systematically managed multilayered waste dump can be seen side by side as shown
in Figure-1.

Geotechnical consideration covers long term stability
of waste dump, control of runoff water during
rainy season, airborne dust, slumping, liquefaction,
foundation failure, dump-slope problem and, above
all, the environmental factors. Successful waste
management is big challenge to all Mining Engineers
and Geologist. Unless all above factor are taken care
properly waste management is bound to fail.

Fig. 1

One of the most critical factors in waste management
is the selection of waste disposal area either within the
mining lease or outside mining lease. The Iron Ore
Mining leases are mostly fully mineralised covering
full lease area and are deep-seated, hence limiting the
area available within the lease for waste dumping.
Mineral conservation being a statutory requirement,
waste cannot be dumped over the mineralised area
without totally extracting the ore. Therefore, iron
ore mining lease operator is forced to look the waste
dumping area outside mining lease, since waste
dumping is not possible within the lease.

Some iron ore mining organizations have seriously
worked and conducted in house R & D and with the
help of premium institutes of country like National
Institute of Rock Mechanics, National Environmental
Engineering Research Institute (NEERI), Indian
Council of Agriculture Research (ICAR) to design,
execute and rehabilitate the mining waste dumps.
Waste Dump Design
The prime considerations for Design of Waste Dump are:(a) Nature of waste material & its natural angle of repose.
(b) Condition of the area of waste dump, like hard or soft.

In the interest all stakeholders, it is the duty of Iron
Ore mining companies to maximise the utilisation of
area available for waste dumping. It is possible only if

(c) Height of individual layer.
(d) Number of layers.
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(e) Ultimate slope of dump.
(f)

Other geotechnical considerations.

(g) About 20-25 % of available area for dumping is
kept for the environmental protective measures
depending of topography.
(h) Sequence and cycle of dumping is also predetermined at the time of design of dumps.
(i)

Fig. 4

Rehabilitation methods.

(d) Once the availability of lateritic soil became
limited, then we can think of coir mats as shown
in Figure-5. The mats help in preventing the
erosion of clay dumps. These mats are laid on the
waste dump slopes to minimize the direct impact
of heavy rain on the dump terraces. The mats are
pegged properly on the dump slopes that can last
many monsoons.

Rehabilitation of the Waste Dumps
It is critical to discuss some details about the
rehabilitation of the dumps as this impact the overall
stability of dumps and long term environmental
concern.
(a) The multilayered dumps with inward slope,
covered by lateritic soil to prevent erosion during
the monsoon, which were the norm in past and
practiced even now.
(b) Water is channelized in the settling ponds at the toe
of the dump, solids settle in ponds and the clean
water is then released in the natural water bodies
(c) Later, these dumps can be planted with fastgrowing species as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4
which require minimum after care, not grazed by
cattle, should be nitrogen fixer and helps in initial
stabilization. This initial nitrogen fixing helps the
native spices to take over slowly after replanting.

Fig. 5
The coir mats serve the dual purpose one for
controlling the erosion and subsequently, the
same coir is helpful in forming the organic mulch
(after decomposition) on the dumps, sustaining
the grass/ plant growth as shown in Figure-6.
Grass seeds of two different types, Styllosanthus
hamate and S.scabra (leguminous variety) can
be seeded over the coir mats. Once the grass
germinated and spread to dump slope it acted as
a cover, reducing the direct impact of rain water
and its flow, thereby controlling the speed of
water flow and erosion.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 6
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The above measures to a large extent help to tackle
the dump erosion in the rainy season during the
monsoon. Once the erosion of the dump is taken care
the rehabilitation of the dumps with native species,
is easier. The growth of cashew sapling is possible on
this soil but growing of native forestry is difficult. The
organic mulch helped in sustaining survival of plants
but their growth is not as desired.

Over the years combined researches and efforts
of manufacture of coir and the iron ore mining
organization helped to improve tensile strength
of coir for longer life.
(e) The rain water on the dump can be coursed and
channelized by using ERW pipes, to reduce to a
Large extent erosion of the dump slope. Water
from the top of the dump berm can be brought,
cutting across the full length to the toe of the
dump in the settling pond and may be treated
with flocculants and released out.

Research was undertaken for improving the growth of
the fruit-bearing/ horticulture species on the dumps.
Various suggestions were tried, like growing the
saplings. Bigger sapling pits, with combination of top
soil, organic manure and mature plant saplings help
in the growth. Aftercare like watering, manuring and
de-weeding for minimum three years also help in the
growth of the plantation on the dump slopes. Plants
like jackfruit, mango, jambhul, awala, tamarind,
cashew and flowering forest trees like bakul can be
grown and survived on dumps as shown in Figures
10, 11 and 12.

Scientific Prevention of Waste Dump Erosion
To improve waste dump management further,
scientific designing of the settling pond can be
undertaken, incorporating bunds filter bed made of
pebbles, sand and layers of geotextile as shown in
Figures 7, 8 and 9.

Fig. 7

Fig. 10

Fig. 8

Fig. 11

Fig. 9

Fig. 12
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Management of Waste Dump in Iron Ore Mines

The availability of coir-mats in enough quantity
is a problem and costly, alternative material like
geo-textile, jute-mats can be used successfully.
Geo-textile laid areas can be sprayed with grass
seeds of Styllosanthes hamata mixed with organic
manure. Glyricidia cutting can be used to staple
the geo-textile to the dump slopes. Both grass
seeds and Glyricidia cutting can be developed
into a green cover on geo-textile within period of
three months as shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 13

Other in-house initiatives tried are introduction
of elephant grass, corn and other vegetables
to see if the soil can sustain the growth of such
plants so that waste dumps can be used as
commercial plantation by the villagers. Visit
to these reclaimed/rehabilitated locations
would give an impression of an excellent
example of successful and sustainable mining
dump management in harmony with the local
surroundings. A visitor gets an impression that
these rehabilitated dumps were there since long.
The impression about the adverse impacts of
mining dumps on the environment, land, fields
and water bodies also gets nullified to a large
extent. These rehabilitated dumps can become
a training ground for environmentalists, forest
personnel, NGOs and regulating authorities.

Fig. 14
Other in-house initiatives can be tried on
these dumps are biotechnological mine waste
reclamation. This is based on the findings
of research project undertaken by National
Environmental Engineering Research Institute
(NEERI), Nagpur. Initial soil studies, pot culture
experiments, treatment of the plants using
biofertilizers like Azetobacter and Rhizobia are
based on the leguminous / non leguminous type
of the plants, and Plots of forestry and horticulture
plants can be grown, which can survive well
and have given confidence that these efforts on
dumps can stabilize the dumps and forest can
be created. Various species can be planted are
saton, chikoo as shown in Figures 15 & 16, awala,
tamarind, mohagony and custard apple. Once
varieties of fruit-bearing trees grow on the dumpslope, birds, insects, termites, butterflies, prey
birds and animals get attracted to these plots.

Conclusion
Waste Dump Management needs attention in most
of the Iron Ore Mines as waste is just piled up in
huge heaps, and Iron Ore Mining companies fail to
take measures to prevent run-off or fugitive dust
from waste piles. As a result, Iron Ore mines are
characterised by large numbers of pits surrounded
by big waste dumps all around. Fines from these
waste dumps are carried by rainwater into nearby
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watercourses or lands and pollutes both. During
dry summers, these dumps become a key source
of air pollution for the surrounding areas. Dumps
which contain a part of soil, gravel and stone, if not
rehabilitated properly, result in flow of sediments
and other materials into nala / stream courses, which

contaminate the forest, agriculture and horticulture
lands down below the mine lease area. Therefore,
to stabilize the waste dumps and to protect the
biodiversity, the rehabilitation and reclamation of
Dumps through scientific waste dump management
is a prerequisite for all Iron Ore Mining Companies.
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Feature Article

Choose the Right Outsourcing
Model for Organisation
Mohammad Yusuf Hussain* & Ritesh Rituraj**
"The central
philosophy
which has been
behind growth
in outsourcing
of core functions
has been the
realization
that even core
processes are
made of large
number of discrete
subsystems,
most of which
are low value
adding processes
and hence can
be outsourced
to be executed at
lowest possible
cost without much
value destruction."

Abstract
Organisations today find themselves at major crossroads with the need to choose strategic
long term decision with regard to choosing their outsourcing model for various business
needs. This article is a guide to the working managers to understand their outsourcing
needs and also plan for the same.
Introduction

O

utsourcing contracts having been part and parcel of human civilization
since time immemorial. Today we frequently turn to professionals for major
plumbing, air conditioner or car repairs, domestic chores, education for children,
transport etc. While it has been practiced at family and social level for a long time,
for business organizations too it is the one of long standing practices continuing till
date. A very good example of the same is piece-rated compensation for products
and services manufactured or sold.
Simply speaking outsourcing is a contract between two persons or organizations
where one provides and the other receives some product or service at a contracted
price. Economists refer to this process of turning to those who can produce
a product or service at a lower marginal cost as “comparative advantage,” and
consider it a key ingredient to an efficient and productive economy.
There have been a number of attempts in the past to put a restraint on outsourcing
in the name of fair labour practices, social justice and equity in India and also
protecting jobs in most advanced countries, but, outsourcing has managed to
survive all such attempts.
Today not only private but even governmental agencies and departments have
almost completely outsourced their administrative activities such as cleaning,
maintenance, transport, surveillance, security, legal services etc. with a view to
eliminate unnecessary administrative cost in extending welfare measures and
retaining focus on planning and rolling out schemes alone. Businesses have long
understood the futility of getting itself tied to routine non value adding activities
such as bookkeeping, payroll processing or janitorial services which does nothing
but keep on adding flab which becomes difficult to shed. Outsourcing also helps
business organisations to tide over difficult organizational challenges and also for
extending timely response for increasing business commitments where their own
resources fall short.
*Sr Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
**Asstt. General Manager (Marketing), CMO, SAIL, New Delhi
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In a nutshell we can thus conclude that outsourcing
practices are here to stay with us in different avatars.

competition and focus on their customer deliverables
and relationships alone. As opposed to short term
and medium term outsourcing perspective practiced
earlier, today businesses and organization are known
to take a long term view on outsourcing with a view
to keep itself nimble & agile, and also, increase its
focus on evolving product and service deliverables to
maintain its lead over the competition.

Outsourcing Enablers
For long organization have been outsourcing one
of their key functions, sales and distribution to
distributors/dealers/C&F agents, the same has not
been considered as outsourcing, though that is what it
essentially is. Organizations, in the past, have thought
of outsourcing only for their non-core administrative
functions but of late increasingly we come across
examples where businesses have acquired operational
leverage by successfully outsourcing even their
core functions. This has led to a significant spurt
in outsourcing contracts in our domestic business
environment particularly in the services sector. The
central philosophy which has been behind growth in
outsourcing of core functions has been the realization
that even core processes are made of large number
of discrete subsystems, most of which are low value
adding processes and hence can be outsourced to be
executed at lowest possible cost without much value
destruction.

An automobile company thus need not focus on
critical and core activities such as manufacture of gear
boxes, body parts, engine components etc. if there
are others ready to take care of these activities at a
much lesser cost without compromising on delivery
schedule and quality. With variety of management
processes and tools being available to control quality
and delivery schedule from a vendor companies, the
justification of retaining manufacturing processes in
the name of critical activities is fast eroding.
Mapping Outsourcing Need
There are a number of reasons why an organization
may need to outsource. For managers planning
outsourcing of their business process it is very
important to map out these needs otherwise there are
chances that the outsourcing model the organization
will adopt will be either sub-optimal or more than
what is required.
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Outsourcing needs can be grouped into following
basic categories –
a)

Augmentation of Human Resource for cyclic
fluctuations

This represents one of the basic purposes of
outsourcing. All organisations, other than military,
functions with a set of manpower for which it has
regular round the year job. However, to tackle the
seasonal and temporary variation in requirement
of either skilled or unskilled category of workmen
necessitating short term engagement the organization
has to enter into short duration contract for hiring of
services of other organisations which may be having
such labour force.

Outsourcing
practices

Legal instruments
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There have been two major enablers for this spurt in
outsourcing contracts in the present century. One is
the complicated legal instruments and mechanism for
their enforcement and the second is the development
of sophisticated IT systems and ERP packages. This
has made it possible for the organizations to monitor
and control the performance of their contracts on real
time basis and also take corrective action for deviations
as quickly as they would have done for themselves.
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Fig. 1

Example : Typically organisation engaged in project
executions have such outsourcing models well
entrenched in their system.

Evolution of Long Term Outsourcing Contracts
Coupled with the above enabling factors is the ever
growing need of the businesses to remain ahead of the
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b)

d)

Cost and Efficiency Savings

The definition of core activity is under constant
evolution nowadays. What core activity was till
yesterday is non-core today. Manufacturing had
always been considered a core activity for any
business organization. However, in recent times
there are a number of examples where organisations
are increasingly offering even core manufacturing
process to outsourced partners. The reason for this
is that organisations today need to be very quick
in adapting to the new business challenges and
continuously evolve to retain its market leadership.
What is liked and required by the customer today
may not be so after a few years. So an organization too
needs to quickly change its products and services. If
the organization gets into processes which have taken
long time to build, its equally difficult to get rid of
them within a short time. However if an organization
does not own the manufacturing facility itself it can
quickly get into new outsourced contracts to service
new and emerging needs.

There are a number of functions which do not directly
touch upon or affect a company’s final service or
product but are mostly required to keep in place the
processes required for the final product or services
meant for the customer. The cost of maintenance of
these functions often are very costly to the company
in the long run. Also there are business processes
which a third party is in a position to do at a much
lesser cost than the organization itself. In such cases it
is wise to enter into outsourcing contracts.
Example: A hospital needs to carry out a lot of tests
before arriving at a final diagnosis. With specialized
diagnostic services readily being available a hospital
may choose to outsource completely its diagnostic
services. Canteen & pantry services is another
example where an organization can achieve both
cost saving and improved quality with outsourcing.
Payroll processing and IT functions are another area
where significant cost saving can be brought about
through outsourcing.
c)

Need for agility and nimbleness

Example : There are companies in service sector today,
especially in IT and telecom, which has outsourced
almost all its functions and activities and retain
only skeleton staff for monitoring these contracts.
The residual core function for these companies are
anticipating future technology trends and customer
preferences. This type of business approach has been
facilitated by an environment where a number of
organisations have developed expertise to take care of
operations needed for carrying out the business

Capability building

There are a number of processes required to give shape
to the final product or service. An organization may
lack capability of competency for one or other process
within this chain. In such a case the organization will
need to enter into an outsourcing contract with an
organization which may possess such competencies
or capabilities. Normally for such situations cost is not
the only criteria on which outsourcing decisions are
based. Rather at times acquisition of capability within
a short time is the main criteria

Choosing an Outsourcing Structure
Three basic outsourcing structures are predominantly
used by organisations to cut operational costs,
maintain operational efficiency and enhance the
quality of business deliverable. These are augmenting
workforce, out-tasking, project-based outsourcing.

Example : A bank may choose to use other bank ATM
for a fee instead of building its own network of ATM.
Similarly in airline industry wet-leasing may take
care of expansion need within a short time. Steel
Industry of late has been getting into service contracts
for adding value and customizing its products for
the customer. Earlier all the processes related to
the product were handled directly by the company
itself. However, under pressure from customers to
continuously customize the product steel industry
is increasingly getting into outsourcing contracts for
servicing customer needs.

The decision to follow one or more of the above
depends on the following two basic considerations –
•
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Strategic needs: Each organization needs to
know what is the strategic need of its individual
processes and how much of it can be outsourced
to strategic partners. There are instances where
an organization is over secretive of its business
processes and indicators and will not like to share
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addition to being the most basic setup, this has the
least risk among all the outsourcing models. One may
use this to expand current capacity to serve shortterm immediate business needs.

it with an outsourcing partner. For example in
the cut-throat competition within the technology
industry (gadgets, IT hardware, software etc)
even though most of the manufacturing process
is outsourced the company exclusively handles
most of the activities leading to development
of new products and technologies as there is a
distinct advantage in being the first to launch an
new technology or a product.
•

Out-Tasking
If one can identify skill or capability gaps within the
company's various processes, one may consider outtasking. This setup transfers jobs to the contractor to
execute jobs that could be done in-house. In this type
of outsourcing model the outsourced partner shares
higher degree of responsibility for maintaining the
job output and quality of service. The Examples of
out-tasking contracts are software deployment and
integration, transportation, Stock Keeping Units,
value-adding process in steel industry etc.

Risk Tolerance: What is the risk involved in
outsourcing decision and to what extent the
same can be safely tolerated by the organsiation
is another very important determinant of
any outsourcing decision. Typically in an
environment where an organisation cannot
afford any disruption in any of its basic processes
outsourcing is avoided. The cost of disruption
to the company is much higher cost than what
one could gain as damages from the outsourced
partner. For example a steel industry can today
easily think of outsourcing its rolling and value
adding processes downstream, but, planning for
outsourcing its input on the upstream is much
difficult due to strong linkages on account of 24x7
operations and difficulties inherent in controlling
chemistry for desired metallic properties. Further
the managing agency in this type of contract
models are very costly which in competitive
market can become prohibitive.

Project-Based Outsourcing
These types of contract models are adopted for turnkey projects where one cannot comprehensively
define, design and execute the tasks. As such, the
best solution for your company is to outsource the
whole project. In this setup, the outsourced partner
has all the necessary competencies and capabilities
to complete a project. Mostly day to day monitoring
may not necessitated but the focus of the contract is
on handling over final deliverable once the contract
project is over. This can be as short as a one-time
engagement. Examples of this type of outsourcing
models are small and big project contracts.
Limitations of Outsourcing

Strategy

As one evaluates the outsourcing choices, one should
keep in mind both advantages and disadvantages
of outsourcing. One should look at each one of the
outsourcing disadvantages listed below and decide
what impact it would have on the business. If the
outsourcing disadvantages outweigh the advantages
of outsourcing, then one should avoid outsourcing
those operations.

Risk

•
Fig. 2
Workforce Augmentation
This is the most basic of all outsourcing models.
One simply adds labour contracts to increase the job
output while retaining full control on all resources. In
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Loss of Managerial Control : Whether one decides
to outsources an entire business process or a small
part of it, one has to relinquish some amount of
management control. The outsourcing partner
will have its own priorities which at times will
not always match with the priorities, standards
and mission that drives the company. They will

Choose the Right Outsourcing Model for Organisation

•

be driven to make a profit from the services that
they are providing to an organisation or Business.
•

•

•

•

Hidden Costs : All aspects of contract is normally not
envisaged at the time of execution of a contract. Very
typically and outsourcing contract covers only basic
terms & conditions and details of the products and
services that the outsourcing partner needs to deliver.
Many a times organisations have encountered
situations where they end up paying substantially
for additional items not mentioned in contract. Many
organisations also entail high legal fees to review the
contracts and also to resolve disputes pertaining
to the contract. Remember, this is the outsourced
company's core business and in many situations
the outsourced partners are protective of their
interests fully aware of the business implications of
various terms and conditions whereas the company
outsourcing are playing on unknown turf and
are thus in disadvantageous position when the
negotiations start.

Bad Publicity and Ill-Will : This is a typical concern
in western countries and European countries
in particular. Any bad public relation on part of
the outsourced partner has very bad effect on
long term business prospects of the principal in
terms of its brand appeal. Further there are risks
of the the outsourced partner misrepresenting or
misusing the brand of the principal. For example
there have instances of outsourced partners
passing off spurious material by misrepresenting
it to be product of reputed producers.

Developing an Outsourcing Plan
The goal of outsourcing is to provide the company
with more profitable margins. One should first look at
one’s cost structures, study the available outsourcing
options, and decide which to apply based on one’s
strategic priority and risk tolerance. It is very important
to develop a comprehensive understanding of one’s
comforts and areas of difficulties for deciding what to
perform in house and what tasks, processes or projects
to outsource. In case one is planning to outsource
a task or process previously performed in house it
is advisable to begin with staff augmentation and
gradually move towards more complex outsourcing
models to minimize the risk of major disruption in
business deliverables. A major challenge in such
situations is development of the competencies of
outsourced manpower which is easier said than done.

Security & Confidentiality Risks : The life-blood
of any business is the information that keeps it
running. If one has payroll, medical records or
any other confidential information that is to be
transmitted to the outsourcing partners, there is
a risk that the confidentiality of these data may
be compromised. Thus whether the outsourced
function involves sharing proprietary company
data or knowledge (e.g. product drawings,
formulas, etc.), needs to be taken into account
while taking outsourcing decision. It is very
important therefore to evaluate the outsourcing
contract carefully to make sure that the data is
protected and that the contract has a penalty
clause if a leak occurs.

Further it is very important to work on the desired
relationship with the outsourced partner and steer it
towards the direction one is comfortable with. If one
perceives them as a long term business partner, then it
is more meaningful to enter into a mature outsourcing
models giving them too a long term strategic focus. It
is quite natural that the outsourcing partner will not
like to make major investments unless assured of long
term business.

Quality Problems : In case of short term
outsourcing models the outsourcing company
is largely motivated by quick profit. Most of the
time the price is determined by the contract and
the only way for outsourcing partner to increase
profit is to decrease expenses at the cost of quality.

Business strategies change over a period of time as the
company grows. It is therefore very important not to
have outsourcing strategy for a very long period as
it may impede rather than furthering the growth of
business. One should always be on the lookout for a
business process that is suited for present need and
provide necessary cost and efficiency leverages for
business development.

Getting Tied to the Financial Well-Being of
Another Company : Since one is handing over
part of the business process to another company,
one gets tied up to the financial well-being of
that company. It is for this reason advised that
outsourcing contracts shall be drafted with winwin philosophy rather than win-lose one.
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Readers’ Forum

Humanising HR
Chinmaya Kumar Podder*
"In organisation
some time we
treat people as
homogenous
beings. We forget
the individual
deep inside every
person. We fail
to acknowledge
and appreciate
the permanent
journey he/she
undertakes in
riding on our
corporate mission.
We must preserve
the dignity of
each person we go
about ordering the
world they live/
work in."

T

he current millennium has thrown up a great challenge in terms of market
orientation, development in technology - information technology in particular.
The changes in geographical boundaries of nations, socio-political, technical and
market dimensions have never been conceived before. Even the management
Gurus could not speculate the emergence of such a society and forces arising out
of changes which we are facing today. These changes have brought about high
degree of unstability and uncertainty for the Indian Industry and these are likely
to intensify in near future for following reasons.
(a) Competition especially from abroad is likely to increase manifold.
(b) Deregulation is likely to spread in different sectors of the economy.
(c) Improved technology and products are likely to find their place increasingly
in this country.
(d) Finally standard of living, particularly of the middle class is likely to improve
significantly in the years to come because of economic reforms. As customer
of different products and services they are likely to be more and more
demanding.
Obviously question arises what is the consequence and impact of these changes.
The impact of these changes so far it relates to HR according to my perception are
following.
•

Focus will be more and more on production, quality and customer satisfaction
and people issues will be relegated to back seat.

•

There will be progressive erosion of social values, social institutions and
business ethics.

•

Sudden transfer of sophisticated technology will bring about alienation as it
may lead to more specialization in respective skills or areas resulting in feeling
of collective powerlessness arising due to organizational or physical changes.

•

Rightsizing and downsizing of industry will lead to elimination of many jobs
and consequently insecurity in job will prevail. Unemployment problem will
be manifold.

•

Because of business uncertainty permanent nature of jobs will be very few,
many jobs which were hither to being done departmentally will be outsourced.

*Executive Director (HR/IR) Neelachal Ispat Nigam Ltd., KNIC, Jajpur
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•

Job pressures will demand long hours of work
and absence of employees from house for long
hours will lead to disturbed family life.

•

Employer’s attitude will be ruthless. Organisation
will be run on absolutely commercial basis and
hence there will be no mercy for mediocres or non
performers. Yester years on loyalty consideration
many non performers were tolerated in the
organisation. They will find their way out now.

•

The organisation will be impatient for results and
there will be pressure for continuous upgradation
of skill and knowledge. Employees will find life
more and more mechanical. Relationship will be
more and more formal and there will be erosion
of informal groups.

•

Many amenities will be cut down or withdrawn
and in some cases if may be substituted by money.
Work environment may not be very conducive.

•

Working couple will find life more and more
stressful with fragmentation of joint family and
withdrawal of many civic amenities by employers.

Successful individuals and company somehow
are able to release, mobilize, harness and control
these energies through an effort of will and self
discipline and channel them into productive and
carefully executed work. In the process these
unstable raw energies are converted into a steady
state of radiating intensity that saturates the
organisation. This process involves not only the
physical energy that move our bodies but also the
physiological energies that excite/ motivate the
enthuse us and the mental energy that inform
the inspire our thoughts.

Obviously the cumulative effect of the stated
consequences will be dehumanisation of work place
and many employees will be found to be in a state of
psychological shock.
If we have to humanize HR the under mentioned
area need considerations of HR professionals and
organisations.
•

The work place would be the primary means for
personal fulfillment as other social institutions
would be eroding. HR managers must strive
to improve the quality of life. Quality of work
life helps in achieving greater satisfaction,
improving productivity, adaptability and overall
effectiveness of an organisation. It seeks to
achieve integration of technological human,
organizational and societal demands.

•

There is a need to create a proper balance between
the work life and the family life. Employees may
have to devote equal time for family and leisure.
Introduction of policy of flexi time, flexi working
may help employees to keep a balance between
family and work life. Of course it is difficult to
implement such a balance in reality.

•

Creativity, achievement and enduring success
are associated with high levels of energy.
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•

The workplace environment plays a vital role
for the individuals. First of all the employees
would like to work in a place which is safe
and is pleasant. In fact, some organisations
encourage their employees to take care of potted
plants, decorate the workplace and keep the
surroundings neat and clean. Since people spend
more than eight hours a day working in office/
plant it is important that the workplace provides
the individual an environment that is conducive
to good and productive work. On the other hand,
an unsafe, dirty and jumbled up workplace may
not produce good quality or productive work.

•

Another buzz word that is making rounds in
the corporate circles is empowerment. This
simply means the people on the job are given
responsibility for their own work. In such an
organisation, very few inspectors or checkers
are there to guarantee that the work output is
meeting the acceptable standard of performance.
Once, such a responsibility is fixed on the person
who is performing a particular task, he is sure
to be more careful than he would have been if
someone else was checking his output later on.

•

Stresses should be distressed. Modern working
life, particularly for executives is becoming more
and more stressful. Since stresses cannot be
totally eliminated stresses need to be distressed.
Organisation should pay attention to send
employees to meditation centre, yoga classes,
company sponsored health clubs and subject
them to periodical health check up.

•

Employees do need personal touch, sympathy,
compassion, informal sharing of information.
Promoting informal meeting and get-together

Humanising HR

and involvement of family
humanize the workplace.
•

•

•

•

will

to redeployment and carry out separation as a
last resort. Even where separation is inevitable,
it should be pleasant to employee and employee
should leave the organisation with sense of
satisfaction.

certainly

Informal ambience helps in extracting the
best from the people. Informal and horizontal
communication yields better results and avenue
in comparison to information through hierarchy.
People who participate in decisions tend to feel
responsible. Allowing people opportunities to
influence their work role is important in the
changing industrial scenario. Great emphasis is
laid on employees involvement through work
practices that encourages the full expression of
the skills and talents of the employees including
sincerity, trust, pride and courtesy. It helps in
developing a motivated multi skilled work force
receptive to frequent changing work contents.
People perform better, if they know where,
how and when to achieve the organisational
objectives. It evolves motivation to complete
tasks with dedication and employees take pride
in meeting their targets and feel they are a part of
a solution rather than a part of problem.
Employees counseling is an important HR
intervention. HR professionals should take a
lead and even suggest the appointment of a
psychologist to counsel employees facing both
domestic as well as work related problems. The
society in days to come will be more and more
turbulent. Family support will come down and
emotional support from friends and relatives
may become too far flung to reach at the right
moment. Hence, HR practitioners should initiate
counseling sessions, and such other concepts
which will make the average employees feel his
emotional needs are also being taken care of.

•

Today’s organisation has to be a learning
organisation and knowledge and skill
upgradation must be an ongoing process, or else,
it will result in skill obsolescence and employees
will find difficult to cope with constant changes.
HR managers must strive to recruit, retain and
develop talents to be able to face any onslaught.

•

Hiring and Firing Policy in an organisation may
promote competence but certainly at the cost of a
human atmosphere. Organisation should resort

•

In organisation some time we treat people as
homogenous beings. We forget the individual
deep inside every person. We fail to acknowledge
and appreciate the permanent journey he/she
undertakes in riding on our corporate mission.
We must preserve the dignity of each person we
go about ordering the world they live/ work in.

•

HR managers need to sharpen their appreciation
of human relation skill. It is in this context, I would
like to cite the “TAPASYA”, tenet of building
Human Relations suggested by V.G. Mhetras.
•

Treat people well; it is a real plain business

•

Adopt the principle of “Sympathetic
Understanding” in your dealings with them.

•

Promote trust through fair play in action in
matter of organizational discipline.

•

Assume the counselor’s role in appraising
their performance.

•

Show genuine interest in them in matters
near to their heart.

•

Yield to their “just demands” and right
suggestions for improvement.

•

Approach people with a human tough and
a feeling care that will convert man into
superman.

Annual Human Relation Audit
If an organisation thinks it worthwhile to have a yearly
audit of its operation, in fundamental terms it may be
an equally important for it to have a yearly audit of
progress in human relations. For example what is the
general attitude of the employees towards the aims of
the organisation? Do they identify themselves with its
goals? To what extent does the organisation satisfy the
personal needs and aspirations of the individuals who
are part of it. Does the organisation have an informal
atmosphere? Do the employees feel people in the
organisation are a nice group of people to be with?
Does the organisation give credit to people who use
their own initiative, individuality and imagination?
Does the people have a feeling of belonging?
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Do they feel they are individuals and not just a ticket
number? To what extent our employees carry through
a complete arrangement and get the satisfaction that
comes from a completed job; are they in a position
to see the whole picture? Do they have a feeling of
partnership with the organisation? Do they have a
feeling they are being considered ?

feel more enthused to work with vigour for the well
being of the organisation of which he is part and
parcel. Individualizing an organisation will be the key
to success in the coming years with more economic
liberalization and globalization. People can no longer
be taken for granted after hiring them because only
money is no more a prime consideration for better
quality/ productivity of a person. He must see a good
reason why he has to put his heart and soul into a job
so that quality, productivity and innovativeness come
to the fore. That management which can vibe well
with its employees has a definite edge over another
where people work because they have to be and not
because they want to.

Conclusion
As we march ahead, the need to treat employees as
individuals is gaining importance. Just like businesses
are going to become more customer friendly, the
management too have come to the conclusion that one
of the most underutilized asset is the human potential
which can do wonders under proper conditions. The
culture of giving respect for individuals therefore
is being practiced by more and more managers in
an effort to keep them happy and contented. Once
an individual realizes that he is working for an
organisation which is going out of the way to treat
him with respect and dignity, and not as a mere cog
in the wheel of production or any activity, then he

It is critical that we start changing some of our
processes and behaviours in ways that taps into the
power of being human. Traditional management
practices including-in- HR are in a way too mechanical
in their orientation. We need to find ways to shift them
to enable more decentralization, more transparency
and more learning. This will unlock potential we have
been ignoring.
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Readers’ Forum

Sustainable Organizations –
How to be Future Ready?
Dr Dhiraj Jain
"Organisations
have to nurture
a continuous
learning
environment
that builds
and develops
talent and new
organisational
capabilities if
they intend to
address the needs
of the future and
have sustainable
models of growth."

T

oday we live in a hyper-connected world, a world where information travels
at jet speed, a world where organizations emerge, occupy and vanish. Change
has been the norm of life and this pace of change is only going to become faster. For
instance it took 50 years after the invention of the telephone to invent the telegraph.
It took another 50 years for John Lagy Baird to give the world its first television.
But computers, mobile phones and the advent of the internet have risen in less
than half the time that it took from telegraph to television. And today we have the
features of all i.e., telephone, telegraph, television, computers and the internet: all
in one device that can fit in our palm. Technologies have been changing and being
adopted at an unprecedented pace. The spread of mobile phone is a live example.
The first mobile call was made in 1995 and in just less than 20 years, mobile phones
have become all pervasive and have surpassed land line connections – a service
started 100 years back. Forget the features and applications supplemented.
Today we live in a VUCA environment (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and
Ambiguous) marked by continuous and dramatic changes and hence businesses
are exposed to a number of opportunities and challenges. Organisations have to
constantly evolve , change and to reinvent themselves in such an environment .
The list of failures is long and instructive – East man Kodak , a brand synonymous
to photography in the era of dark rooms and films was the one who actually gave
the world the first digital camera , but later on in January 2012 filed for bankruptcy
after failing to fully respond to the changes in the digital era . Nokia lost almost all
its market because it was not willing to adopt change. Blackberry lost out.
But on the other hand there have been companies like Apple, Google and Samsung
who have continuously reinvented and innovated to meet the requirements of the
changing times and are flourishing . Google has cemented its relationships on the
wave of innovations. Devices like Google glass and Google fibre are already ahead
to meet the future needs. Apple’s iBeacon allows a phone to connect a driver to
the nearest vacant space in a parking lot or to identify the shortest line on a food
counter in a crowed theatre.
There has been a tremendous change in India in the last few decades. The GDP per
capita has increased nearly threefold, poverty levels have nearly halved to around
22% in the year 2012 and India is expected to become the third largest economy
in the world by 2030 . 3% of India’s rural household enjoyed telephone services

*Associate Professor, Pacific Business School, Udaipur
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nearly 25 years back but today we have around 875
million mobile phone subscribers and the telegraph
services being shuttered down last year thereby going
onto the annals of history . Mobile phones have a
penetration higher than any other traditional media
in many of the rural areas which has helped India
to leapfrog. It has provided our farmers with easy
access to agriculture related information, has helped
eliminate intermediaries, has opened opportunities
for micro-enterprises and has thus fundamentally
improved everyday life of millions of people.
According to a survey by ASSOCHAM, an industry
association, India’s digital and e-commerce market
grew by 88% in the year 2013 . With the increasing
affordability of smart phones, over 25 % of the total
internet transactions in India are done through
mobile phones. Organisations those who have tapped
this evolving class of internet consumers have also
experienced unprecedented growth. Five years ago ,
a Bangalore based e-commerce website started with
an investment of just Rs four lakh and reports a billion
dollar in annual sales today – yes the company in
discussion is Flipkart. We can have such in numerous
examples like Jabong.com, Myntra.com and the like.
The success of such e-commerce portals is creating an
online retail revolution in India. This revolution has
also created new employment opportunities resulting
in new people entering the consumption cycle. The
earning capacity of the consumers at the bottom of
the pyramid has also increased significantly as they
join the burgeoning middle class population of the
country. This is increasingly true in India as well as
in other emerging economies thereby offering huge
business opportunities.

Modern organisations could adopt the following
strategies in order to be sustainable and future ready:
Embrace technology
innovation

and

adopt

•

Continued commitment to sustainable and
responsible growth

Building future ready talent and nurturing
capabilities

•

Adopting values-led
leadership

•

Creating an agile and an inclusive work culture

1.

Embracing technology and adopting inclusive
innovation

and

purpose-driven

India is a vast, widespread and a socio-economically
diverse nation. Embracing technology and constant
innovation could allow organizations to anticipate
and better serve the needs of millions of Indians. There
are tremendous opportunities in meeting the needs
of the burgeoning middle class and the increasingly
aspiring low-income consumers. They are increasingly
studying brands and products, comparing their prices
and are openly ordering from anywhere anytime
. They are trying new products and increasingly
spending on brands that match their aspirations . So
for organisations to be sustainable and future ready
they have to embrace technology to cater to this
ever increasing need. They have to adopt inclusive
innovation. There are innumerous examples like the
case of Narayana Hruduyalaya , Arvind Eye care ,
etc. who have brought the cost of treatment to one
tenth their previous figures and have thereby made
treatment affordable to the middle and lower income
consumers . Today both organizations have their
presence in several countries. A. Muruganantham,
a social entrepreneur of Jayshree Industries in
Coimbatore invented a low cost sanitary pad making
machine and has not only helped millions of women
across the world but has also got his name in the Time
magazine’s 100 most influential people in the world
2014 . Today his name is in the company of the likes
of Barack Obama , Narendra Modi, Serena Williams,
Xi Jinping, Ronaldo , Jeff Bezos, Yusuf Malala, Shinzo
Abe, etc., to name a few of the 100 . Low cost models
are changing the way consumers are being served .

So how should modern organizations strategize
and seize opportunities to be sustainable & future
ready? How should they protect themselves from the
challenges posed by the VUCA environment? What
should be their vision?

•

•

2.

inclusive

Commitment to sustainable and responsible
growth

As the resources are finite and the lesser developed
economies grow , the demand for product and services
would rise dramatically . But a significant number
of people would still remain out of the modern day
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economic system – maybe a billion would still go to
bed hungry every night and double the above would
face an acute shortage of water and live without proper
access to the basic sanitation facilities. So businesses
that would address to the needs and aspirations of
the consumers as well as the social and environmental
challenges would thrive in the long term.

embedded in every company to steer organizations
in the future. Organizations would need a common
code of business principles and leadership values of
integrity, respect, initiatives and responsibility and
these have to be embraced by every leader in all the
parts of the world.
5.

3.

Building future ready talent and nurturing
capabilities

In a world where information flow and access is easy
and is undergoing rapid changes, companies need
to move fast and keep pace with the ever changing
needs of the market. Speed and skill are the new
bandwagons for sustainable organizations. Decisions
have to be quick, practical and executable. Employees
have to be empowered to maximize their potential
through simplified ways of working, bringing down
inefficiency and promoting a bias for action thereby
reducing internal complexity for example enhancing
collaboration among cross functional teams thereby
increasing the pace of innovation. At the same time,
diversity and inclusion are important aspect of
sustainable businesses’ growth agenda.

Organisations have to nurture a continuous learning
environment that builds and develops talent and new
organisational capabilities if they intend to address
the needs of the future and have sustainable models
of growth. They have to adopt a holistic approach
in adopting the talent pipeline and build leadership
capabilities in their employees. Organisations need
to encourage their people to define their individual
purpose in the organisational context and help them
realize them through meaningful actions. Talent
need be developed at the entry level itself. Open
and honest career development discussions crossfunctional and international exposure coupled with
mentoring and proper tutoring could help build
strong leadership pipelines. Employees could be
encouraged to complete various online courses and
use e-learning solutions. Training could be provided to
not just enhance the decision making capabilities but
also develop the execution capabilities which could
perhaps be considered more important. Learning
should be embedded at all levels of the hierarchy.
4.

Creating an agile and an inclusive work culture

At the end it could only be said that organizations of
today operate in an extremely volatile world which
is changing faster than ever. What seems relevant
today become completely irrelevant tomorrow. Speed
and innovation is the key. Products and services are
becoming increasingly accessible with increasing
connectivity and improved infrastructure. Today’s
organizations have to develop a greater capacity of
responsiveness. Organisations will have to adapt
themselves to rapidly changing situations and
priorities, shall have to tolerate ambiguity and have to
develop newer and better ways of working in order to
first sustain and then succeed. While innovation and
technology would be the hardware and the backbone
that would drive sustainable organizations, it is the
value-led and purpose driven leadership that would
the software to drive sustainable and responsible
growth and make the organizations future ready.
And at last it could be said that it is the hardware and
the software combined together that would decide
the winners of tomorrow. Technology, innovative
inclusion and value based approach only would lead
to sustainability.

Adopting values-led and purpose driven leadership

The most important asset that an organisation
develops in its lifetime is its reputation. For sustainable
and future ready organizations, there is a dire need for
leaders to not only build orgnanisational capabilities
to harness technology and newer ways of working
, but also build values to develop sustainable and
responsible models of growth . There would be a need
for leaders who are value-led and purpose-driven
i.e., leaders who recognise that there are certain
non- negotiables in business and building a strong
organisational character is essential for future success.
These leadership principles are a must and have to be
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Case Study

An SOS From Mewat !!!
Pritam Saha
"They say, the
poor suffer more
because they are
poor. The Mewatis
pay more for
Steel because of
their ignorance,
lack of adequate
competition
and due to their
poverty. And
yes , they pay in
cash because no
one trusts them
with credit, and
we dealers too,
get our material
after paying cash
advance in full!!"

Introduction

I

t was one of those sweltering summer days of June in Delhi,.. the temperature
had already crossed 44 degrees , and the thunder of the central air conditioning
system suggested that it was losing the battle to the heat on the 17 floor Offices
of Strobe Tower, Steel India Ltd. located somewhere in East Delhi. Steel India Ltd.
Had Retail Presence across the Country in the form of Dealers and Rural Dealers.
The company largely sold construction steel i.e TMT bars through its dealer
Network. The Annual All India Sales was to the tune of 7 lakh tonnes of which
the Northern Region normally sold 3lakh tonnes. The Regional Manager Retail of
Steel India Limited, North , Prashant Narvekar, was browsing data pertaining to
active dealers and active districts in his Region. Out of the 171 districts under his
jurisdiction there were 20 districts that had inactive dealers. But only one district
stood out in the 20 -Mewat. It had the dubious distinction of being the only district
to have been inactive for the longest period ,i.e for more than one year. And what
was more worrying was the fact that the district was almost handshaking distance
from the National Capital Region . Faridabad., the controlling branch was in the
adjoining district. The middle aged slightly built Narvekar recalled the company’s
resolve to ensure that all the districts were to be made active by the turn of the
Financial Year…, and he wanted to start with District Mewat . He knew that the
young , energetic and enthusiastic Prateek Sharma , a dashing Deputy Manager
(Retail ) would fit the bill for the job!
One- Friday June 13 2014(8 am to 12.30 pm)
Prateek Sharma was on his way to Mewat On Friday Morning at 8 am . The day
before his boss , Mr Narvekar , had discussed the matter of Inactive Dealers at
Mewat as far as Retail Sales was concerned . Sharma had done his homework
before commencing the assignment and as the Swift Dezire made its way through
the traffic , he made it a point to go through information he had collected through
a Google search:

“Mewat district is one of the 21 districts of Haryana state in northern India. The
district was carved as the 20th district of Haryana from erstwhile Gurgaon and
Hathin Block of Faridabad districts on 4 April 2005. Though Hathin sub-division

*Dy General Manager (Retail), CMO, SAIL, New Delhi
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in small pockets where canal irrigation is available.
Agriculture production measured in terms of crop
yield per hectare in Mewat is comparatively low to
the other districts of the State. Animal husbandry,
particularly dairy is the secondary source of income
for people of Mewat and those who live closer to
the hilly ranges of Aravali also keep a few sheep and
goats. Milk yields are not so low, however, due to
heavy indebtedness most of the farmers are forced
to sell the milk to the lenders at lower than normal
price, which drastically reduces their income from the
milk. The poultry population in Mewat is much less in
comparison to other districts of Haryana State.

was shifted to new district Palwal in 2008. It is bounded
by Gurgaon district on the north, Rewari district on
the west and Faridabad and Palwal districts on the
east. Nuh town is the headquarters of this district. The
district occupies an area of 1859.61 km². The district
has a population of 10,89,406 (2011 census). Mewat is
populated by the Meos, who are agriculturalists.
Mewat district was carved from erstwhile Gurgoan
and Hathin sub-division of Faridabad district and
came into existence on 4 April 2005 as the 20th district
of the Haryana State. After the formation of Palwal
district, Hathin sub-division was transferred to Palwal
district. Nuh town is Mewat district's headquarters.
The district comprises Nuh, Taoru, Nagina, Firozpur
Jhirka and Punhana blocks, 431 villages and 297
panchayats. There were 512 villages and 365
panchayats in Mewat district before Hathin Block was
transferred to Palwal district.

Mewat has remained a region of backwardness even
after independence. The area lags behind the rest of
Haryana on almost every yardstick of development
indices, even though the farthest point of Mewat is
no farther than 145 km. from the National Capital of
India.”

According to the 2011 census Mewat District has a
population of 1,089,406,[1] roughly equal to the nation
of Cyprus[2] or the US state ofRhode Island.[3] This
gives it a ranking of 420th in India (out of a total of
640).[1] The district has a population density of 729
inhabitants per square kilometre (1,890 /sq mi).[1] Its
population growth rate over the decade 2001-2011
was 37.94%.[1] Mewat has a sex ratio of 906females for
every 1000 males,[1] and a literacy rate of 56.1%.[1]

The Swift Dezire had by now crossed into Gurgaon
but the sweltering heat outside was not an issue for
the powerful car air-conditioner. Prateek Sharma
instructed the driver to head for Nuh , the district
headquarters of Mewat. He had read the information
from Google and was trying to reason out the causes
for the inactivity of Mewat Dealers. There was only
one dealer in Mewat’s Punhana district- and he
had remained inactive for over a year.The following
reasonings crossed his mind:

According to the Census of India 2001, the total
population of Mewat was 9,93,617 (including Hathin
Block of district Palwal) of which 46,122 (4.64%) lived
in urban areas and the major chunk 9,47,495 (95.36%)
of the population lived in rural areas. Out of the total
population of 9,93,617, there are 5,24,872 males and
4,68,745 females. The SC population is around 78,802.
The total numbers of households are 1,42,822 out of
which 1,35,253 (95%) are in rural areas and remaining
7569 (5%) are in urban areas. The total number of BPL
households are 53125 including Hathin Block.

(i)

More than 95 % of the population was Rural .

(ii) Basically the main occupation of the people was
Agriculture.
(iii) The area lagged behind most of Haryana and no
major Government projects had been undertaken
there for a long time.
(iv) There was evidence to suggest that generally the
populace lacked purchasing power.
Under the circumstances, Sharma reasoned that, the
Mewati Population would prefer cheaper secondary
products rather than quality products rolled out from
an Integrated Steel Plant like Steel India Limited.
Furthermore there was likely to be a limited demand
for construction steel in view of meagre developmental

The main occupation of the people of Mewat is
agriculture and allied and agro-based activities. The
Meos (Muslims) are the predominant population
group and are completely agriculturists. They
perceive themselves as such, with a sense of pride.
The agriculture in Mewat is mostly rain fed except
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Before Sharma could collect his thoughts he found
himself surrounded by a bunch of Gupta’s relatives
..Father, Uncle, Cousins ..all part of a joint family who
ran the business. They were appraising him in such a
manner that Sharma felt that he was a foreign tourist in
Connought Place. And then Gupta addressed Sharma
for all of them “ Sir, Please give us a SIL Dealership. We
promise that we shall fulfill all obligations and shall be
instrumental in expanding your business in Mewat”
Sharma smiled because that is what his company
also wanted. But he wished to be doubly sure so he
took a conducted tour of Gupta’s Stockyard. Apart
from large quantities of TMT he also found workmen
making pre-fabricated ready to be cemented TMT
pillars from various thicknesses of TMT. “ Do you sell
these too?” asked Sharma inquisitively. “ Yes, we do,
and there’s good money in it. The locals save labor
cost of fabricating these pillars at site and we sell them
@Rs. 600-Rs 700 per quintal more!” replied Gupta.
This information gave Sharma considerable food for
thought . Such value added services , if delivered by
his company, would not only add to profitability , but
also increase sales.

activities. And finally, in view of the comparatively
economically weak status of the district, the consumer/
dealers would be most likely looking for credit, which
tool SIL never granted as a policy.
Two- Friday June 13 2014(12.30 pm-4 pm)
Prateek Sharma reached Nuh at around 12.30 pm. He
immediately asked for directions to the leading dealer
of Steel items viz. Construction rods i.e. TMT .
Soon he was seated at the premises of M/s Dev Prakash
Bhagwat Prasad centrally located in the Bazaar area of
Nuh.The business owner Mr. Pankaj Gupta was quite
overwhelmed to find a Marketing Officer from SIL at
his premises when Prateek Sharma had introduced
himself with his business card. Gupta had said while
welcoming Sharma “ It is indeed our great delight
to have you visiting our premises Sir!” Sharma had
replied “ The pleasure is all mine Gupta ji, but tell
me, I find a large quantity of TMT available at your
Shop , ..which Brand are you selling?” Gupta replied
immediately “ We stock appx. 1-3 truckloads of TMT
(10-30 tons) at all times, …but primarily we are selling
Kamdhenu TMT” . Sharma was pleasantly surprised to
know that there did exist a market for TMT in Mewat..
His next obvious question was “ Why don’t you buy
SIL TMT?” And the answer was more surprising “ We
do buy SIL TMT , but not from SIL directly, but from
Faridabad,..and at much higher rates than SIL sells
to dealers, primarily because the material changes
several hands before coming to this location just 40 kms
away!!”And then Sharma had to ask the next obvious
question “ Does material sell at such high rates ? And
does it sell without credit?” Gupta smiled knowingly
at the question, “I know Saab, why you are asking
the question, on your way you have seen poverty all
around , and you must be convinced that the Mewatis
won’t pay such high prices for Steel.” And now Gupta
was saying philosophically “They say, the poor suffer
more because they are poor. The Mewatis pay more
for Steel because of their ignorance, lack of adequate
competition and due to their poverty. And yes , they
pay in cash because no one trusts them with credit,
and we dealers too, get our material after paying cash
advance in full!!” This revelation was shocking for the
young Sharma, and he asked for a glass of water to
collect his thoughts.

Three- Saturday June 14 2014(8 am onwards)
The next day was Saturday and Prateek Sharma
continued his relentless search for the answer to why
material could not be sold to dealers in Mewat , a
district bordering Branch location Faridabad, and in
the prosperous state of Haryana. In his quest he visited
further destinations in Mewat . The Steel Retail Outlet
he visited at Ferozepur Jhirka at the southernmost tip
of Mewat and also Haryana , actually jutting into a
good bit of the state of Rajasthan, was named Brite
Enterprises , and its owner Mr Anil Kumar Manchanda
was only too happy to be associated with SAIL. The
monthly sales of TMT was nearly 7 -8 truckloads
(70-80 tons) and comprised of a number of brands.
Mr Manchanda stated a lot of the demand for TMT
emanated from across the border. Later on the same
day Sharma mer Mr Surinder Garg of M/s Surinder
Iron and Timber Merchants at lakhpat Chowk,
Tauru , Mewat. Mr Garg also sold approximately 7-8
truckloads of TMT every month.
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The feedbacks that Sharma received from the above
two Steel retail Outlets matched those that he had
received from Gupta at Nuh town. “ So there is a lot
of prospect of selling TMT at “backward” Mewat” –
thought Sharma excitedly as his car sped back from
the dusty dusk of an “impoverished and agrarian”
Mewat , towards the bright Lights Of another Young
Evening of an affluent urban and well-fed Delhi.
He was already scribbling notes for his The Mewat
Report.

advertisements by producing companies and
resultant mis-information and mal-practices by
middle-men.
(3) Credit not Required everywhere to sell a product:
Very Strangely at a place which had considerable
poverty Steel was being sold to dealers by the
middle-men on full cash payment. The dealers
also sold material to consumers largely against
cash. This fact turned around the common belief
that credit was required largely in areas that have
weak financial strength. However Sharma stated
in his report that Faridabad, a comparatively
more affluent location than Mewat, had much
larger number of credits in Steel business deals.

Epilogue: Extracts from The Mewat Report
Prateek Sharma did submit The Mewat Report with
his superior Mr Prashant Narvekar the very next
Monday the 16 th June 2014.Many facets of the report
were so interesting that Mr Narvekar marked the
report to his superiors so that the finer elements be
noted for implementation across the country. Some
key points from the report are mentioned as follows:

(4) End of the supply line/rural/non-urban locations
have vast promise of uncovered potential due
to non-establishment of proper dealers,..and are
being brainwashed by middle-men: There is ample
potential for growth of sales and dealer network
in locations that are distanced from Steel Mandis
or Markets. In this particular case although
Mewat is physically close to Faridabad, tradewise due to absence of active markets/dealer
networks middlemen at the main mandi, in this
case Faridabad, were extorting huge margins.

(1) Mewat was Inactive due lack of Proactive
approach of SIL’s Faridabad Branch: Sharma had
concluded in his report that continued inactivity
at Mewat in terms of dealer Sales was due to the
lack of initiative, seriousness and resolve of SIL’s
Faridabad Branch. There were adequate retailers
of TMT in Mewat who wished to become a SIL
Dealer , and some were even dealing with SIL
TMT . Sharma further Observed that it appeared
that the Branch was content in maximizing
dealer sales by concentrating upon a few
selected volume based dealers who operated at
the Branch location. Although this practice had
paid dividends in the short run , in a long run
situation, if ever the volume dealers chose to
desert SIL, there would remain no alternative
dealer for SIL to sell the material!!

(5) Middle-men tend to have a field day by confusing
the retailer regarding prices (SIL TMT is very
costly, while it was compatible with competitors
on the date of visit;SIL TMT is never available, etc
etc.) This helps them to push the brand of their
choice at very inflated rates. As explained above
when companies fail to set up their own retail
network at distant locations and would rather
deal with large retail houses nearer to their point
of sales, these large retail houses , or traders ,
would wilfully mis-direct the ultimate consumer
and also the local dealer about different brands,
their pricing, quality and availability. They would
do all this to promote the brand whose stocks
they have and also the brand that gives them the
biggest margins. In this context the manufacturing
company with poor dealer network becomes a
pawn to the machinations of its mega big town
dealers to whom they are habituated to selling a
major portion of their products.

(2) Sometimes Lesser Affluent Locations paid a higher
price for a product: Sharma pointed out that
although Mewat was a comparatively less well
off district than nearby Faridabad, TMT sold at
a higher price at Mewat due to various factors
like unavailability of adequate retail stores, less
demand in terms of volumes as compared to
other districts, poverty and lack of awareness
of the consumer, lack of adequate publicity and
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(6) A Closer Retail Network Means better
Communication with the Consumer: The way
to be able to communicate with the Retail
Consumer and retain control over him is through
the creation and the maintenance of an intricate
retail network.

(7) Product Modifications and Innovations as required
by the Local Consumer Can pay Rich Dividends: It
was evident from the case of pre-fabricated TMT
pillars at the premises of one of the Steel Retailers
at Nuh, Mewat that modification of a product
to the requirements of the consumer can fetch
much higher returns!!
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Case Study

Making Change Happen- ERP Implementation
at Mahaan Ispat
Sanjay Dhar*
"The cultural
challenge was
to encourage
utilisation of
the analytical
reports which
the ERP system
was capable of
providing so
that ERP would
act as a decision
support system in
an organization of
intuitive decision
makers."

Setting: CEOs Conference Room
Ladies and Gentlemen, this intervention is going to be a watershed for our
company. We are going to be an ERP enabled company. We are going to become a
seamlessly integrated company having a common database and common working
interface with faster decision making facilitated by online access to latest updated
data and analysis using smart business intelligence tools and dashboards to
monitor performance. Transparency and speed shall be our mantra and this shall
be an opportunity for us to incorporate world class practices in our working.
We have awarded the contract to M/s ABC Corp. who is a world leader in ERP
implementation and Mr. Tawanaslog will be the leader of our core team to support
this implementation and ensure that we are able to go live within 12 months and
have a smooth transition. We would like the cut-off date to be 1st April 20xx. said
Mr. Bod Mohnuv, the Company’s CEO as he explained the company’s new thrust
on ERP to his top management.
Background
An agreement had been just signed with M/s ABC Corp for the ERP implementation
after a long drawn out planning and tendering process where a core team from
IT, finance and the key functional departments had been formed to prepare the
approach and then a Request for Quotations that would address the needs of
the company. Mr. Tawanaslog (Mr. T) has been a member of that team under Mr.
Kotgaw who had since retired, just a month back and now Mr. T was the man in
charge of the project. This meeting had been called at the instance of Mr. T because
he knew he had a lot of work to do along with all the departments and wanted a
formal signoff by the top management before he approached the departments for
support.
While the meeting for the signoff was a high point, it had been a year of struggle for
Mr. T till they reached this point. The initiative had been a buzz for the company for
the past one year with every one talking about the imminent ERP implementation.
All employees would talk about the new IT systems that would come and automate

*Asstt. General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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everything with the help of mouse clicks for any
external person who would care to listen, but when
it came to actually getting the ground work done, the
reality was much more nuanced.

take on what actually happens in a process and what
should actually happen. For almost all the core team
members it was a revelation about how complex their
operations really were and how much integration
was needed to make them work properly. Making a
data driven picture of the company was like painting
the caves of Ajanta for them, a thing of great beauty,
but also a project that came through at the cost of
immense hardships. There were times when many
team felt like giving up when a departmental head
would perfunctorily reject their process maps saying
“This is not how we work”. Many process maps had
been signed off by the departmental heads out of
sheer weariness. “Doesn’t seen just right, something is
missing, but I can’t quite place it, but let it go, we will
tackle it if and when the project finally comes to light,
which is a long way off ” was the thought running
through their minds. Many of the organizations
legacy work flows which were designed around
the idiosyncrasies of the organizational culture but
very inefficient and not aligned to the best practices
embedded in the ERP software, a conflict that had not
been completely resolved with many departmental
insisting that their way was the only way a particular
process would work in the organization.

The core team for the ERP implementation had been
formed a year back under the leadership of Mr.
Kotgaw by drawing upon key people from IT and the
key departments whose processes would have to be
mapped. People who got nominated for the core team
evoked a whole range of emotions in other people.
“These guys are now stars. They will get all kinds of
specialised training and access to management and
faster promotions” was the dominant perception of
some. Others had a more cynical view about these
individual being “fixers” who manage to latch on
to any high profile project and retain visibility for
their own benefit. A few others also considered
them “slackers” who had managed to “escape” from
the tough life in the department and didn’t expect
much out of them. This variety of perceptions about
the team had some foundations in the history of the
company and the process by which the team was
formed. The company had a history of many change
initiatives, quite a few of which had failed to achieve
their stated objectives leaving many cynical about any
change initiative.

To keep key people updated and get their support,
the ERP core team had made presentation to the
departmental heads when the project was started, but
the majority of the employees did not have much idea
of what exactly the ERP core team was doing. Now
they would need to interact with a lot of people and
Mt. T was wondering how to “engage” with them.

The departmental heads had demonstrated a
wide range of commitment to this initiative. While
some actually took the pain of releasing their best
performers who knew the processes well, there were
quite a few who did not release able and willing
people to join the team as “work” would suffer,
and “work is more important than all these hi-fi
initiatives”, so the candidates cleared for the team
had been workable compromises, decent fellows, but
not the kind of people who give a project sheen by
their presence. In course of time as work progressed
and a basic foundation for deciding the scope of
work and contracting out had been done, some core
team members had been taken back by their parent
departments.

Current Status on the ground
The company had an interesting legacy in terms of
hardware with the end user PCs, terminals, server
and even networking equipment of varying vintage,
all co-existing in the company. Access to computers
was however uneven, especially in works. There
were many people who had no access to a computer
and could not imagine working with one. Many had
only heard of shop-floors with computerised controls,
although a few lucky ones had got an opportunity
to travel abroad and seen some very modern plants,
but even these executives felt that the company was
years away from such a state. However the company
did have basic fibre optic networks running across

Learning about ERP had been a new experience for
everyone including the core team and the job of
mapping the processes in a formal system to be able
to prepare a blueprint for the implementation was
painstaking with lot of clarifications and give and
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the units and had a functional intranet connecting all
units.

with the computers- distribute them right away in the
department, or wait for the end users to be finalised
before allotting the computers. With an executive
strength of around 3000 and key operatives in skilled
jobs some of whom would be required to interact
with the ERP system adding to another 3000, he had
to add another 1500 PCs to the existing pool of 1500
existing legacy PCs. The ERP licence had provision
for unlimited licences but he had calculated that
around 1500 end user licences would be required. The
training server would also be available in the next 8
weeks and he had been provided a floor in the HRD
centre for the ERP centre for planning and training
activities. Providing PCs would not be enough. Mr.
T would have to motivate and train over a thousand
end users to effectively use the new system without
errors and ensure timely data entry in a culture where
real-time data entry was not quite the norm.

While the company had been sporadically
computerised and many processes like Materials
Management, Payroll, Maintenance management,
production planning were
based on robust
computerised systems, all of them had come at
different times and had different architectures
making interconnection a major job and in some
cases impossible. Different legacy systems had
“experts” identified with them and in their absence;
others would have nightmares about anything going
wrong in the system. Also, these “experts” were not
very good at understanding the issues of other areas.
Most of these experts had been integrated into ERP
core team, but some of them were still in the parent
department. The integration gaps and slack in each of
these systems effectively meant that not everything
in a process was computerised and some manual
work and physical files were part of the working. This
effectively meant running two systems in parallel
which was a big irritant for many people, but it also
enabled some reporting “adjustments” in some cases
in terms of reporting data and covering up some
variations in processes. No fraud was committed, but
things like track time, variations in shift production,
sales, status of procurement orders etc. were evened
out to avoid getting raps on the knuckles. The
underlying variations in the processes were thus
getting “smoothened out” in the reporting system.
A lot of people were not sure how the new system
would respond to their “need for flexibility”.

There were also issues related to codification of items.
Mahaan Ispat had a computerised catalogue of over
150,000 different items that it used for reference while
procuring things but the catalogue had a codification
scheme which was very complex that most people
could not identify if any item they needed was in
the catalogue, though there was a cataloguing cell
to help them with it. On the flip side many “smart”
managers would also change the descriptions of items
they needed in small ways as to create new catalogue
items for their own departments which were
essentially same as existing items procured centrally
for the whole company. The idea generally was to
delink their departmental purchase from a centralised
purchase decision which would more often than not
get delayed as needs across the company were collated
and rationalised. This had led to a huge inventory
of spares because items already available in plants
were being procured afresh. Enforcing discipline
in the item coding processes and ensuring all items
are properly coded to meet the requirements of the
parametric coding system being used in ERP, which
could initially make life very difficult for many people
who did not go through the bother of elaborate coding
systems especially for simple items like stationary,
where the elaborate coding system would appear like
an unnecessary irritant would be a big challenge.

The marketing network had been the most highly
computerised and had only in recent years integrated
their IT systems into a home grown “ERP Type” system
which incorporated all their marketing functions. It
had been developed with lot of work and interaction
between users and the IT group. The marketing
executives were used to flexibility of requesting IT
to make ad hoc customised reports, which they felt
might be restricted by the rigid structure of ERP.
The process of procurement of servers and computers
for end users had also been initiated in parallel, along
with the finalisation of the implementation contract,
and the computers were expected to be shipped in
another 4 weeks. Mr T was wondering what to do

The material coding system of the plants and the
marketing setup had differences which led to multiple
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keying in or orders, although some “middle ware” type
software solutions had been devised in some case.

some extent, although many people still used them as
sophisticated calculators.

Culturally, the company had a legacy of leaders who
had the reputation of getting things done by doing
“whatever it takes.” Results mattered more than
processes, although falling foul of commercial policies
was dangerous. Managers who could retrieve the
situation from failures and breakdowns by taking
quick decisions and making adjustments on the fly,
were more likely to be seen as heroes in the company.
“Execution” was the hallmark of the company. The
“heroes” would not bother too much about systems
as long as problems were solved, and their decision
making was driven mostly by their gut feel and they
could carry through their decisions by sheer charisma.
It was their spontaneous decision making capability
that was admired by many who felt suffocated by the
otherwise laidback processes of decision making in the
company. However, these “heroes” had a patchy track
record in terms of the quality of their decisions and
in some cases, landed in trouble because later some
data in some file would show that they had caused
“infructuous expenditure” and issues like these would
drag them down despite no mala fide intentions, only
because finding the relevant data for proper decisions
was too time taking. The cultural challenge was to
encourage utilisation of the analytical reports which
the ERP system was capable of providing so that
ERP would act as a decision support system in an
organization of intuitive decision makers.

The most vocal supporters of the ERP implementation
in Mahaan Steel were the finance executives as they
felt that it would enable them to get “proper” control
over the financial processes of the company. They
expected better cost data and better inventory control
through centralised monitoring of inventory. Even
some plant managers were hopeful that the system
would help them locate spares available in the plant
but issued from stores and kept by departments “just
in case”. With the advent of ERP, the management
also expected to close some of these departmental
stores and reduce manpower, as “items would easily
be located through the system”
The top management by virtue of habit and seniority
hardly ever touched a computer and invariably asked
for a printout of things they wanted to read even if it
was easily available in a computer screen.
The office staffs in most places was fairly computer
savvy and had devised their own workarounds of
reducing their work by saving files on their computers
and using “cut-paste technology” to save time. They
valued the advantages that the computers provided
them, especially the flexibility of making adjustments
in documents with ease.
Although there had been a lull in recruitment a few
years back, the company had in recent years been
recruiting Gen Y who were tech-savvy and wanted to
work in a technologically sophisticated environment.
They believed more in stuff like “analytics” and
“trends” than old fashioned “wisdom” which to them
was simply opinions imposed by powerful people.
Thus the company had an interesting mix of oldblood for whom IT was a peripheral thing and young
tech savvy people who thrived on it.

In operations and marketing also, most old
timers prided themselves for having an intuitive
understanding of their technical process and market
respectively. They had never relied on formal data
analysis and did not feel the need for any IT systems
for that. Quite a few of them felt that this IT business
was a fad reserved for new generation industries
and that “one cannot make dumb managers bright
by implementing IT systems.” The recent increase
in the number of PowerPoint presentations being
made in various forums by their younger tech savvy
colleagues also reinforced their belief that IT was
a cosmetic addition at the workplace which made
things appear glitzy, but did not improve anything
on the ground. Finance and to some extent, the
supply chain management function had good access
to computers and had started using spreadsheets to

The project was now finally on, and these loose ends
were worrying
Mr. T, which was one of the reasons he was keen to
get the Departmental heads on his side, since their
support for implementing it.
Mr. T was also thinking about the major changes in
the way of working that the ERP implementation
would entail and how he would bring the people in
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the department around to the new way of working.
He was expected to change over the complete IT
systems from the legacy and manual processes to the
ERP system in time. He had read about a lot of horror
stories about ERP implementations gone wrong in
many organizations and the enormity of his task hit
him like a ton of bricks.

could get the same kind of funds for modernising my
equipment and reduce their drudgery. Anyway, wish
you all the best, but please make sure my despatches
don’t get affected and I am able to retain my job. You
are planning a cutoff date of 1st April and last quarter
of the year is anyway sheer hell for us”, said Shyamji,
in a friendly bantering manner. He did not seem
hostile, just apprehensive. Mr. T wondered how he
would handle other heads of departments who were
not so friendly. How would he get the middle and
senior level executives to agree to follow standardised
processes for all tasks and relinquish their flexibility
in decision making and reporting, and perceived loss
of control. He also wondered how he would manage
the motivation of his team through the year long haul
that was ahead of him.

Many more such thoughts crossed his mind and he
wondered how he should go about approaching this
mega change. With these thoughts running through
his mind, Mr. T drifted to the officers club after the kick
off meeting. As he was sitting at the bar, pondering
over the possibilities of the next one year, he felt a
friendly pat on his shoulder. “So dear T, congrats.
Today is your big day. From now onwards you are
going to be our boss and tell us how we should run our
departments. Hope you don’t make me redundant
and target for the organizations next VR scheme”. It
was his batchmate Shyamji, who was the head of Plate
Mill. “I hope something good comes out of it, though I
have my apprehensions. My boys are wondering why
they need to change over to this new system when
their basic technical process remains the same. I wish I

As Shamji left Mr. T wondered, “I really have a big
change on my hands. How do I manage?”
Case question
What plans should Mr. T develop, that address people,
processes and technology aspects in a holistic manner
to ensure that this change happens effectively, ?
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Case Study

Is this Customer Worth the Pain
Sandip Das

A

jit Pradhan looked through his office window and still excited about the news
report on Ronit Construction Company. Ronit Construction is a high end
construction company which was on the headlines not just because it bagged three
major projects in central India but for the price at which it had bagged the projects.
Ronit is no novice in the construction business. The credibility of Ronit has never
been an issue in the past. But the price quoted by Ronit was definitely challenging
if not unviable.
Ajit, who joined Ratan Industries just a month ago was excited with the news on
account of few reasons. One, of course is, he would be able to establish his credibility
as the new head of marketing if he bags the order from Ronit for supply of TMT
bars and structural for their projects. Second reason was more of a compulsion.
The TMT market was getting too competitive and the inventory both in the plant
and stockyards are building up to unreasonable levels.
Ajit is an MBA in marketing having almost 15 years of experience in production
planning as well as marketing in cement industry. Only a month ago he was hired
by Ratan Industries, one of the largest TMT and structural steel company of the
region. Although he never had worked in steel sector, he had decent understanding
of steel market considering the complementary nature of the products. Ajit being a
very meticulous man did a lot of study on Ratan Industries before finally deciding
to join the company. He went through the history of the company and felt the
company has huge potential to grow to a large business house from a mid-size steel
company considering the past records of the promoters. He thought there is an
opportunity to be part of this possible transition and be benefited as a professional
in the process.
History of Ratan Industries
Ratan Industry had a modest beginning in early 70s in the name of Jaiswal
Industry. It was set up by Shankarlal Jaiswal in Ratan Nagar. In 1984, Jayantilal
Jaiswal son of Shankar Lal Jaiswal got involved in the management of the
company as the Joint Managing Director. Till 1994 the mill was dealing in TOR
(twisted bars for construction) and trading of scrap. In 1995, the company installed
a TMT manufacturing line with Thermex Technology at Ratan Nagar in. The Mill
had a capacity of 10000 T per month. The till 1998 performance of the mill was
very encouraging for the company. The company had named the brand as “Ratan
Saria”. The company was relying on three nearby major markets at Nazafabad,

*Asstt General Manager (Acad) & Sr. Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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the problem compounded as few more mills entered
the market and from 2008 the TMT market declined
due to a slump in the construction sector. Although in
2009 the market gave some signals of recovery, Ratan
Industries had trouble with respect to input material
availability, working capital management due to
relatively high inventory and high labour cost and
high input raw material cost. The company lost shares
across the segments and geographical locations. The
break-even for the company was 30000 T per month
for which the company was battling hard.

Chandninagar and Jamaipur. Market size in each of
these markets were approximately same. Distancewise Nazafabad is nearest about 70KM and distance
of Chandninagar and Jamaipur are 160K and 210Km
respectively although the demand at Chandninagar
and Jamaipur were better and price realization was
about 5 to 6% higher than Nazafabad. But after 1999
the company struggled as the market was bad and
number of small players and major manufacturers
entered the market and competition was fierce. In 2000
and 2001 Jayantilal decided to explore farther markets
and develop new segments. In the 90s the major
segment for the company was small and medium
contractors and a small quantity to retail traders.
After 2000 the company tried to enhance the share
in the retail market and could create some inroad in
the retail segment. The company also tried to enter
into the major project segments like Govt. Housing
Projects, National Highway Projects and Industry
Construction Projects. Although the company had
difficulty in the major projects because of the strict
Quality norms and project preference and sometimes
specific terms of TMT use of “Major Producers only”.
In few cases Jayantilal could convince the project
owners about the quality and supplied the TMT with
input billet from Primary Billet Suppliers. In 2002,
Market seemed positive and buoyant to Jayantilal
and he decided to expand the capacity of his Mill.
Since space was no constraint for him in Ratan Nagar,
he thought of installing a mill with 25000 T/ month
capacity. Finally by mid 2003, Jayantilal set up a mill
with provision of steel making through an induction
furnace. With that mill he could make good profit with
increased market share in Retail and Project segments
and consolidating his position in Small & Medium
construction segment. He had also created markets
beyond the traditional 3 cities and established a
decent brand image. Jayantilal was encouraged by the
outcome and in 2004 he installed one more mill with
15000 T/ Month Capacity in near the existing facility.
By 2005 the capacity of Ratan Industries was 50000 T/
Month which was the biggest producer of TMT bars
in the locality with a fare market presence. Jayantilal
was depending on four different of sources for the
major raw material Ingot/ Billet: Ingots produced
within the plants, Ingots from Open Market in
the nearby areas, Billet from Major Producers and
Billets of Major Producers from open market. But the
company struggled to get adequate input material
of preferred mix to use the full capacity. From 2007

By the end of 2009, the business of the company was
on the decline. Jayantilal felt the need to make some
major changes with regard to the approach of the
organization by hiring professionals with experiences.
He hired Ajit Pradhan, a seasoned marketing
executive from Majbhut Cements Limited as the GM
(Marketing) for heading the Marketing function. He
also made changes in the mill and steel shop.
In a months’ time Ajit could understand the market
and the marketing approach of Ratan Industries.
But the very first major marketing breakthrough he
planned met with an unusual roadblock.
Ajit Pradhan’s Office in Ratan Nagar
Ajit was convinced that Ratan Industries would
not be able to survive with the convenient market
segments and generic orders, the company needs to
change its approach and become an aggressive player
in the high-end project segment to improve the
bottom line. That was the reason why the headlines
on Ronit Construction had captivated his attention
since morning. He was eagerly waiting for Manish
Ranjan, his deputy, the head of Sales and Distribution
to discuss on the strategy to bag TMT and structural
order from Ronit.
Manish arrived at around 10:15AM.
Ajit: Have you seen the news item on Ronit
Construction today.
Manish: Yes, do you mean the news on bagging three
orders in a row by Ronit with pricing that surprised
the market?
Ajit: Of course. Is it not a great opportunity for us to
tie up with Ronit for TMT and structural supplies. I
believe, we need to make an early move before any
other supplier grabs the opportunity.
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Ajit waited for response of Manish but there was an
uncomfortably long pause.

Ajit: We would never upgrade our practices unless we
take up challenges. We should not wait till it becomes
late and we lag behind other players in the market.

Ajit: Why are you quite? Are you not excited about
this business prospect?

Manish kept quiet.
Ajit: Why not make an effort. I think we should meet
Ronit Construction representative to assess their need
and check if we can meet those. I may also take Rajan
along-with for the discussion. What do you think?

Manish: Our experience with Ronit Construction is
not the best. We had procured one order from Ronit
Construction about two years before and supplied
the materials. But the episode was a nightmare for the
plant people. Ronit Construction’s demands during
the execution of the supplies were so challenging that
the previous mill head Mr. Malhotra, communicated
us in writing to avoid the customer in the future.

Manish (with not much of conviction): I may try that.
Ajit: I think we should meet Mr. Saxena, the VP
(Commercial) of Ronit. I know Saxena, I had interacted
with him earlier during finalization of cement supply
deal during my previous job. Saxena is a reasonable
and decent guy. A thorough professional and has a
good understanding of project requirements. I feel we
should request our GM (Mills) Rajan to accompany us
during the meeting with Saxena.

This sounded surprising to Ajit. How can one afford to
avoid such an important customer? He was interested
to know the whole story. He asked for a detail report
about the previous supplies to Ronit Constructions
(Placed at Annexure 1).

Ajit picked up the phone and connected Saxena’s
office. Saxena’s PS received the phone. She informed
that Saxena is not in office and would get back once
Saxena is back in office. In about half an hour time a
call came from Saxena.

Difficult Decision
Ajit went through the report and asked Manish about
his views on reviving the relationship with Ronit
considering a big business opportunity.

Ajit was excited. He gave his identity and reminded
Saxena about their previous interactions during
cement deal. Saxena said, “I remember you Mr.
Pradhan, I could recognize you when my PS intimated
of your call. Tell me what can I do for you?”

Manish: As a marketing man I feel it is a great
opportunity but I am not sure about the commitment
of the plant to fulfill the order and may end up as a big
embarrassment for Ratan Industries if the deliveries
are messed up. Although Mr. Malhotra has retired
and a new GM(Mill) Mr. Rajan has joined since last
six months, most of the executives of the mill have
undergone the unpalatable experience during the
previous supplies to Ronit Construction. Hence I am
bit sceptic about the prospects.

Ajit, was visibly encouraged by the warmth of Saxena.
He mentioned, “Mr. Saxena, in the mean time I have
joined a steel company, Ratan Industries as the GM
(Marketing). We are keen to supply you steel for your
projects. But we want to assess our capabilities to
meet your requirement. I will be thankful if you can
give us some time to discuss and help us know your
requirements.”

Ajit (After a long pause): I understand your concerns,
but I think after going through the report, we may
do a better job by taking care of some of our internal
issues and preempting the expectations of Ronit. I
know it is a challenging job. But I do not know if we
could get one more opportunity to upgrade ourselves
to be a serious player in the high-end project segment.

In expected lines Ajit could sense a change in the tone
of Saxena. He said “I regard you as a professional Mr.
Pradhan, but our experience with Ratan Industries
was not good. I am not very sure whether we would
be able to take any chance with steel supplies this time
considering the challenging nature of the projects.”

Manish: I was going through the segment-wise report
yesterday. I think with our existing facilities and
practices we still can be comfortable with our present
marketing approach and continue till we upgrade our
systems and practices to meet demanding customers
like Ronit.

Ajit was prepared for this. He said, “Mr. Saxena, I have
gone through the details of the issues that led to a
disaster during the previous instance of supply against
your order. Precisely for this we intend to understand
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your requirements and assess our capabilities before
requesting you to consider us as a supplier. But for
understanding your requirements we need a meeting
with you.”

especially from our own caster would be a major issue
for producing the requisite quality.

After the conversation Ajit turned at Manish and said,
“Let go to Rajan’s office right now”.

Ajit: We have not yet got any order from Ronit and
chances are not very high. But I feel it is prudent to
make a serious effort to bag the order. The market in
the lower segments is getting tougher day by day.
Our prices are under severe pressure. And margin in
projects supplies are any day better than any other
segment. Rajan, I think this is an opportunity to
streamline your operations, systems and processes.
And to avoid any future failure, I think we will
do a fair assessment of our stretched capability by
understanding Ronit’s requirements. I need you
during the meeting to help us make a decision of
whether to try it or not.

Office of the GM (Mills)

Rajan kept quiet for few minutes.

Ajit: Hi Rajan! How are you doing?

Rajan: When is the meeting with Ronit Constructions?

Rajan: Wish I could have said everything is fine
dear! Still struggling to put things in order. There
have been a lot of issues related to manpower, union
issues, availability of input materials, operation and
maintenance discipline, dispatch schedule adherence
and many more. Of course I can assure you the things
are improving and I am confident to get things in
order in a couple of months’ time at least hope so if
everything goes as per plan. I also need help from you
people in this endeavour”

Ajit: Tomorrow in the afternoon. A short meeting of
about 30 minutes. I feel we need to do a decent home
work for the meeting. These 30 minutes would be
crucial to take the final decision on pursuing the case
further. Need your help for do a good planning for
the meeting.

Ajit liked Rajan’s approach and seriousness.

Ajit: See you tomorrow! Good night.

Ajit: Rajan, I am with you. Because we can perform
only when you are doing well. I have come with some
proposal which may make sense to you and may help
you in your efforts to restore mill’s past glory.

In the evening Ajit could locate a market segment
report prepared a few months before by a hired
consultant by Jayantilal and went through the Project
Segment Report. He was in deep thought to plan
for the meeting to capture all expectations of Ronit
Constructions! Market segment report placed at
Annexure - II.

Saxena said, “I thing definitely we can meet. But I am
going abroad for couple of weeks from tomorrow.
We can either have a short meeting tomorrow in the
afternoon in my office or we may have a meeting after
I come back.”
Ajit knew time is the essence here. He cannot afford to
lose two precious weeks. He immediately agreed for a
meeting on the next afternoon.

Rajan: Yes I agree. Let us plan and prepare well for
the meeting. May be try prepare a comprehensive
questionnaire to capture all the possible needs.

Rajan: Go ahead.
Ajit: You might have heard of Ronit’s bagging order
for three major projects. I am thinking of trying our
luck to tie up for steel supply for the projects.

Conclusion
The meeting took place as per the schedule. The
requirement of Ronit construction is placed at
Annexure - III and the feed back on then previous
experience placed at annexure - IV.

Rajan: Great idea. But don’t you know our previous
experience with Ronit. I am not sure whether Ronit
also would like to collaborate with us for their project
supplies. I understand Ronit has bagged the projects
at surprisingly low prices and considering the present
situations of the mills I am not very optimistic of
our capabilities to cater to the needs of such projects
where price and delivery schedules will be of utmost
importance. And moreover availability of billets

Ratan could findly bag the order and successfully
complete the supplies by taking care of their internal
issues and with an effective strategy. The internal
issues are given in annexure - V and the details of the
supplies are placed at annexure - VI.
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Annexure - I
Summary Report of Supplies to Ronit Construction during Jan-Mar 2009
Ronit Construction order dated 18.12.2008
Quantity - 3000T of TMT
Size (with approximate percentage of total quantity): 16mm (20%), 20mm (30%), 25mm (30%) and 32mm
(20%)
Supply duration – January 1, 2009 to March 31, 2009
Delivery: Door delivery at Project site Chandni nagar. Delivery to be done based on advice from site office.
Unloading at the site to be done by Customer. The supply to commence in 72 hours of the notice. The exact
delivery time will be settled with mutual agreement of supplier and customer however the final decision
would be the prerogative of the customer.
Quality: Tensile test and bend test will be carried out as per IS norms from each of the consignments and
in case of failure of the sample the entire consignment needs to be replaced within one week. In such cases
the associated cost like the testing charges, handling charges etc. are also to be reimbursed by the supplier.
The order brought in a lot of enthusiasm to the mills considering the poor order position on account of
sluggish market demand. The deliveries against the first three advices were very smooth and comfortable.
But the enthusiasm did not last very long. The forth delivery advice of Ronit Construction was for delivery
of one truck of 16mm, 20mm and 25mm each at the project site on Monday Morning. This was a problem
for Ratan Industries. For Monday delivery the material were to be loaded and dispatched from plant on
Sunday. And Sunday used to be the weekly off day of the loading and dispatch section. The compensation
for off day working used to be very high, hence Ratan took up the issue with site office for reconsideration
of the delivery day to Tuesday or Sunday instead of Monday. After a lot of persuasion site office agreed for
Sunday delivery. Accordingly the consignments were dispatched on Saturday from the plant and reported
at the site on Sunday morning. The truck was allowed inside the site but was not unloaded for the entire day
as the mobile crane operator was not there. The trucks got unloaded on Monday and were released in the
afternoon on Monday. The transporter reported this to Ratan Industries and claimed halting charges. Ratan
Industries dispatch section in-charge took the issue with site office of Ronit but they said they cannot help
it and they would require deliveries on every Monday morning and Ratan has to make the arrangement
for the same. The issue was escalated to the Mill in-charge Mr Vijay Malhotra and Marketing head Mr. Mr.
Kamal Saha, who took up the issue with the Project in-charge and VP commercial of Ronit Construction but
the issue could not be resolved. Ratan made the deliveries with extra transport expenses.
During the course of the supplies two of the consignments of Ratan failed the tensile test. In case of the first
failure it was not a major problem as Ratan immediately replaced the consignment. But in the second failure
the case was not simple. By the time the test report was received by the site office, a part of the consignment
was already processed and stirrups of different shapes and sizes were made. Ronit Commercial head sent a
communication to Ratan not only for the replacement of the consignment also demanded for compensation
towards the expenses of stirrup making from the failed lot. Finally Ratan was compelled to compensate.
This issue strained the relations of Ronit and Ratan.
The issue also led to a spat between the GM (Steel) and GM (Mills) as the later attributed the failure to the
poor quality of billet from the induction furnace, when the GM (Steel) accused mix up of ingots and billets
in the rolling mills as the main reason for failure.
The relationship strained further between Ronit and Ratan when Ronit imposed LD charges on seven
consignment even for minor delivery delays.
After the supplies were over Malhotra was very upset and conveyed Marketing head not to consider any
order from Ronit Industries.
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Annexure - II
Market Information Report – Projects
Types of Projects
a) Housing
b) Roads and Bridges
c) Major/ Industrial Construction Projects
The projects can also be sub-divided as Government Projects and Private Projects. In case of most of the
Government Projects the contractors are private construction companies.
Buying Pattern:
On an average the Projects Customers buy TMT for a period of about 3months (smaller projects) to 15
months (major Projects). The average order sizes vary between 75T (Small projects) to 350T (Major Projects).
Typically the frequency of ordering goes up at the peak period of the projects which is roughly 25% of
the procurement duration when close to 80% of the TMT procurement is done. During this period the
customers are most demanding and switch sources of buying if requirement is not made on time. They
even do not hesitate to scrap the long-term understandings with suppliers. In many of the cases they keep
risk purchase clause in built in the contract. In the past five years Ratan Industries failed in meeting peak
requirements at least on 13 occasions and lost major ordered quantities and credibility. This is believed to be
one of the major reasons of shrinking market share of Ratan Industries in this segment. Another important
feature of this segment is the seasonality. That is most of the major projects plan their peak construction
period during October to March.
Terms of Delivery:
Most of the project customers ask for door delivery at project site. They insist on strict adherence to the
delivery schedule mentioned in the purchase order. Majority of the projects decline to receive material
at site on holidays due to non-availability of stores personnel. Many a time vehicles carrying material get
stranded at the site. Certain projects have serious difficulty in unloading of material at site at the initial
phase of the projects which cause lot of discontentment among the transporters who charge more for such
sites. Some of the project customers place a initial bulk indicative order and subsequently place delivery
clearance of small lots. Generally the projects sites have structured material receipt procedures. The project
sites ask for all dispatch documents like Invoice, Test Certificate of the TMT and associated raw material
(billet), Weighment slip and other statutory documents if any. After a thorough check of the documents
they allow unloading of material. After unloading the material they tally the physical material received
against the document and then they release the vehicles. These activities normally take more time than
normal delivery to customers in other segments. Some customers go for re-weighment of material at site or
nearby Weigh Bridge which further delay the process.
Quality
Most of the project customers prefer TMT from primary or major suppliers. However they allow the rerolling
mills like Ratan Industries provided they roll the TMT out from billets produced by the primary producers.
The projects customers are very particular about the Mechanical Properties and Chemical Composition of
the materials. Normally they go for sample test for each of the lots supplied to them as per the IS norms.
Rejections on account of quality in case of Ratan Industries has been very high in the range of 5 to 6 % in
past five years. It is believed that there has been mix up of lots and billets with ingots before rolling which
has been the primary cause for the rejections.
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Payments
Projects normally follow a structured payment process. They make only 10 to 25% payment on receiving
the materials. Balance payment they make within a period of 10 to 15 days after generating the GRN and
processing the same in their accounts department. This make the payment period in the range of 10 to
20 days from the date of supply of material. However in case of quality or weighment discrepancies the
payments against the lots are held up.
Key Driver for selecting the Supplier
• Delivery assurance
• Credibility and past experience with the supplier
• Quality of material and assurance along-with document proof for linkage for raw material i.e. billet
• Financial status
• Relationship with the sales people
• Effective quality management system in the mills
Key characteristics of the segment
• Not very sensitive to price. Normally the realization is higher than other segments.
• Extremely quality conscious
• Delivery period is important hence inventory carrying for the segment needs to be higher than other
segments
• Organised with respect all business processes
• Do not mind to switch supplier if delivery is not upto mark
• The segment is on a Growth path and likely to grow at 12 to 15% in the coming 5 years.
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Annexure III
Requirements of Ronit Construction
• Ronit Construction has to execute three projects simultaneously over the next 24 months. Three projects
are having approximately same quantity of steel requirements but the quality norms vary for the projects.
• Steel Requirements
o Jamipur Development Authority (JDA) Housing Project – 25000 T over a period of 18 months. Steel
requirement to start in after 3 months (August). Initial needs will be 1500T per month for first 3 months.
Then about 2000T per month for 10 months and 300- 500T per month for balance period.
o Kalindi Bridge Projects: 20000 T (approximately) over a period of 15 months. Steel requirements to start
in a month’s time. First 3 months 2000T per month. Next 6 months 2500T per month
o National Highway Flyover Project – 30000 T in 24 month period. Steel requirements to commence in 6
months after getting site clearance from the authorities. Peak requirements are expected to be 3000 T for
6 to 8 months.
• Quality requirements: Each of the projects is strict on the quality requirements. They insist on proper
test certificate of TMT bars as well as the billets. Two of the three projects do not accept TMT from ingots.
Although JDA housing project does not insist for billet but their quality requirements are very strict.
However Ronit Construction is also thinking about using high strength steel to save on per ton cost
of steel. But there are very few reliable suppliers who have requisite steel making facilities and mills to
produce the same.
• Delivery: The input materials management is utmost important for the projects. Ronit Construction
is seriously chalking out plan for low inventory operation and expects short notice delivery from the
suppliers of steel and cement to minimize inventory carrying cost.
• Proper strapping of steel for easy handling is important.
• Each bundle needs to have identification tag and test certificate of TMT and the billets/ ingots.
• Test of Steel: Sample will be collected from each of the lots as per IS norm and shall be tested in approved
Govt. Labs. In case of failure the suppliers need to replace on priority.
• Ronit Construction is also contemplating availing services of a service unit for bar bending and stirrup
making for faster operation. There are two service units in the nearby areas but has not been able to
finalize on account of difficulties and cost involved in multiple handling and scrap handling.
• Hassel free dealing and immediate redressal of suggestions and complaints
• Responsiveness w.r.t. delivery schedule with respect to time and quantity in case of exigency

Annexure IV
Feedback Report of Ronit Construction on Past Supplies
• Inconsistent supply of material. Many times the delivery sizes are not as per requirement of Ronit but
based on the availability of products
• There were no prior information before dispatch of consignments of steel
• Mix up of different qualities and sizes in the same load were in many cases in spite of repeated feedback
• Behaviour of the dealing person from Ratan Industries was not acceptable. He was arrogant and callous.
• Mismatch of lot and test certificates especially for Ingot/ billet certificates
• Although most of the time the supplies were as per the contract delivery terms, the critical requirements
were not met with and it appeared there were no serious efforts from Ratan Industries to meet the
critical requirements.
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Annexure V
Ratan Industry Facilities and Internal Issues
Dispatch Section
• Old Staffs and more inclined to supplies to Small Contractor Segments and then Retails Segment. There
has been some complaints from transporters about deliberate harassment and demand for undue
favours from the dispatch staffs.
• Dispatch section lacks discipline especially in size and quality segregations. There has been number of
complaints in this regard.
• The long queue of trucks is a major concern. And Drivers at time use their old acquaintance or bribes to
get the trucks loaded.
• Many times the trucks have to be stranded overnight when loading time is over for the day. Although
the official time is till 6 PM the dispatch section has facilities for night loading as well. Resistance is
normally from the regular employees. Contract workers sometimes continue loading but they face the
wrath of the regular employees. So they avoid as far as possible.
Mill Proper
• After modernization the mill facilities are in good shape and capable of producing high quality products
with precise tolerance.
• Major difficulty is from the input side. As many times the billets are not available. Since the open market
ingots or in-house ingots are available in plenty. The low grade products are produced most of the time
to cater to the needs of Retail or Small Contractors.
• Slow yard evacuation due to poor loading or unavailability of order is one more concern at times which
leads to stoppage of the mill.
Input Side (Ingot and Billet)
• The steel shop had induction furnaces with production capacity of 25000T per month capacity.
Traditionally the steel shop used to produce ingots from the steel and is comfortable with it. A billet caster
with 15000T per month capacity has been added during the last two years. But the caster is operating
at less than 25% capacity primarily due to insufficient liquid steel as most of the liquid steel goes to the
ingot route. The mill has been asking for more billets for better quality of input but the ingot route has
been a preferred route for the steel shop as it is easier and the volume gets affected due to breakouts in
caster which is yet to stabilize. On an average the cost of own billets are almost 2400 – 3000 Rs/T cheaper
than the market billets.
• The steel shop has provision in developing high strength steel but hardly tried this on account of lack of
orders and the extra time and efforts needed for the same.
• The quality control has been a major concern. There have been instances of managing the test reports
without carrying out actual test. The inconsistency in ingot quality is another issue. Caster people
complaint that the primary cause of breakouts is quality of steel. Mix up of quality report although not a
frequent occurrence but happens once or twice during the month.
• Indiscipline in the dispatch side is a concern. Wrong colour coding and lot mixing happens frequently.
• Information sharing with the mills is limited to the standard reports and monthly HoD level meetings
except for one shift where there is informal sharing of production and dispatch information with the mills.
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Operation Information of Ratan Industries
Operational Information
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Capacity (T/Mth)

30000

30000

50000

50000

50000

50000

Production (T/Mth)

27000

29000

34000

36000

31000

39000

Sales (T/Mth)

27000

28500

33800

33000

31500

37500

Avg. NSR (Rs./T)

26250

26950

29650

26300

26980

27950

Avg. Ingot Price (Rs./T)

21680

22900

24850

22800

23670

24390

Avg. Billet Price (Rs./T)

23100

24350

26150

23350

24980

25100

Avg. Cost of Production

2430

2230

2490

2350

2150

2230

9

8

7

12

14

10

Average Inventory (Days of Production)

Sales and Market Information
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

36

37

34

31

29

26

28133

29309

31760

28922

30032

30671

Quality Return (% of Sales)

4.5

4.7

5.2

4.8

4.9

5.1

Average Inventory (No of Days Sales)

10

9

9

13

15

14

Average Payment Period (Days)

15

14

16

20

18

14

Average Order Size (T)

230

265

210

185

195

225

Average Profit Margin(% of Price)

13.1

12.9

13.6

10.3

8.7

9.6

7.30%

8.10%

6.70%

10.60%

10.80%

8.40%

Project
% of total Sales
Average Price (Rs./T)

Market Share (%)

Logistics Information
Transportation Cost (Rs./Km/T)

0.6

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.4

1.6

5

6

6

5

7

6

Availability (% of requirement)

83

81

87

93

92

84

% of total input

73

72

70

68

67

65

7

6

8

4

5

6

Availability (% of requirement)

68

67

62

84

82

71

% of total input

21

18

20

12

16

10

5

7

9

3

3

5

41

47

39

57

61

48

6

10

10

20

10

8

Billet from own caster (Lead time Days)

3

2

% of total input

7

17

(Minimum Load 15 T)
Ingot (Open Market) (Lead time Days)

Billet (Open Market) (Lead time Days)

Billet (From Stockyard of Main Producers)
(Lead time Days)
Availability (% of requirement)
% of total input
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Annexure VI
Ratan Industries Could Make it
Ratan Industries had meeting with Ronit construction and with a detailed homework and close coordination
of marketing department and mills. During the meeting they could instill some confidence.
The first meeting was encouraging. They could gather most of the explicit requirements of the customer.
they could organize few more meetings with the customer (with different levels and functions)
Initial Success
• The first success was when they were considered by Ronit construction as one the two major supplieers
of steel
• the major challenges were the on meetings the challenging terms and delivery schedules of the order.
Challenges
• Strict adherence to delivery schedule
• Responsiveness in case of exigencies
• Quality parameters
• Proper documentation and linkage
• Avoid mix up of material and proper tagging of losts for identification
• Quality details of input material of every finished lot
• Most supplies form billets
• High strength material
• Hassle - free transactions (Single window clearance)
Ratan's key areas
• Input materials
• Discipline on quality control and quality report
• Mindset of supplying to high-end projects
• Discipline in dispatch section
• Aligning steel shop's production to the need of mills
• Motivating steel shop employees to maximize billet production
Ratan's Strategy
• Special drive initiated in the name "Prayatna-Ronit"
• A steering committee of the drive comprised GM (Marketing), GM (Mills) and GM (Shops)
• The next level was working committee was area in-charges of Desptch, Mill operation, caster, quality check
• A Communication drive to develop awareness of the customer's importance for Ratan Industries and
their need was initiated for all the employees involved in the process
• They checked the effectiveness of each of the processes right fro the input material stage
• Started brain-storming sessions to improve on the processes, systems and prctices in the areas of quality
check, stacking and dispatch of material and modified the systems and practices to suit Ronit's need
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• Prepared protocol for every campaign for delivery to Ronit under the name "Payatna-Ronit"
• Every "Prayatna Ronit" campaign was communicated to all concerns beforehand Display of the same
along-wi8th the campaign importance and protocol were made in every process locations.
• Pre-compaign meeting with internal customer for all the process owners was formalized. Similarly a
feedback meeting with the customer department was devised after every campaign.
• "Samiksha-Ronit" was the weekly monitoring mechanism of every process owners. Feedback analysis
and implementation plan of corrective action used to e the most important aspect of this drive.
• Single point contact for all issues of Ronit construction was created
• A feedback mechanism with Ronit construction was developed and monitored by the steering committee
on weekly basis.
The Outcome
• Ratan industries could successfully complete the order of Ronit Construction.
• There were few misses. However the responsiveness of the process owners could fix the difficulties in
time.
• Ratan industries have now made "Prayatna" a prefix for each of the customer focused campaign and had
estblished itself as a customer focused organisation.
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Book Review

From Smart to Wise : Acting and Leading
With Wisdom
Prasad Kaipa & Navi Radjou

I

n the book From Smart to Wise, Prasad Kaipa and Navi Radjou have framed
wisdom in a modern context that makes it accessible and practical for smart,
busy leaders which can enable them in learning to act and lead as a wise leader.
Through this book one can gain new perspectives, learn new capabilities, and
develop new practices that will help in becoming a wise leader no matter what
role one plays in his/her organization. The authors have brought out nicely the
difference between smartness and wisdom by explaining that smartness is like a
wild horse: riding it can be exhilarating for a while until one is thrown from it.
To tame and harness smartness for the long run, what one needs is wisdom—
the stuff that gives ethical clarity and a sense of purpose. When wisdom provides
the moral compass, smartness can become even more potent. Clearly, the need
of the hour is for smart leaders who can act and lead with wisdom. Leaders are
often labelled as being functionally smart, excelling in one specific area, or being
business smart, able to see the big picture and take risks. Business smart leaders see
through a "red" filter because they are intense risk takers, and functionally smart
leaders tend to wear "blue" filters because they focus on a particular aspect of the
business and are less apt to jump out in front. Wise leaders, on the other hand,
are not hampered by a particular mind set or method of operation, but instead
understand how to balance the extremes and act from a state of equanimity. They
do not see business decisions through filters like business smart or functionally
smart leaders. The authors isolate six areas of capability that can be used to help
leaders gain new perspectives and develop new practices to help them become
wise, no matter what role they play in their organizations.
1.

Perspective: What influences and shapes a leader's world view.

2.

Action orientation: How a leader is driven to act or not act.

3.

Role clarity: How a leader chooses a role and how closely the leader identifies
with it.

4.

Decision logic: What framework a leader uses to decide.

5.

Fortitude: How a leader determines when to hold and when to fold.

6.

Motivation: What inspires and drives a leader's actions and decisions.

Perspective
Life experiences sometimes limit viewpoints, but wise leaders learn from them and
are motivated to expand their visions and their connectedness based on what they
have learned is important to them. The authors suggest that a wise leader identifies
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gives the wise leader the necessary perspective to be
an important part of the whole without thinking she
needs to do everything.

with a noble purpose. Leaders should look for patterns
in their lives in an effort to discover the North Star
that guides all aspects of their lives. It has been said
that the only thing that never changes is change itself,
so it is not surprising that a noble purpose can also
be altered by events and experiences. That is why the
wise leader remains open to change. It is a matter of
being in the moment and being willing to continue
the journey in the context of what is going on at that
moment, without losing sight of the greater purpose.

Decision logic
Functionally smart leaders are cautious and rely on
experience and their own belief systems to make lowrisk decisions that can be executed in a predictable
manner. Business smart leaders make high-risk
decisions that have the potential of high rewards
that will personally benefit them. The wise leader
uses both discernment and discrimination to make
intuitive decisions that exhibit both ethical clarity and
pragmatism. In other words, they are level headed
and look at the big picture. Wise leaders operate with
a mind-set of abundance and are not necessarily tied
to any particular ideology.

Action orientation
Authenticity is the quality or condition of being
trustworthy, genuine, credible. Wise leaders do not
see the world through colored glasses; they use
all their senses, in addition to common sense, to
experience the world as it really is. They emphasize
substance over style, while functionally smart leaders
often are more concerned with doing things "the right
way" instead of doing "what is right" and business
smart leaders do whatever needs to be done just to
get the job done. Wise leaders balance the actions of
both business smart and functionally smart leaders
by possessing six key attributes: (1) Alignment with a
noble purpose (2) Prudence (3) Context sensitivity (4)
Maintaining equanimity and having fun (5) Intuition
(6) Integrity. Amongst these attributes, integrity,
or "the congruence between one’s true being and
actions," is the most difficult to develop. It is very
difficult to always say what one means and mean
what one says, but the best way to do that is to think
before one speaks. It is important that we align our
words, actions, thoughts, and feelings and that is
what leads to character. Once that character is aligned
with a leader's ethical compass, wisdom is born.

Fortitude
The wise leader is flexible enough to know when it
is a good idea to surrender to the obvious. They stick
to their decisions when it is appropriate, especially if
they truly believe that the decision is for the common
good. They also inspire others to believe in and support
their decisions. However, when the context shifts, or
new information makes the decision questionable,
they are able to go with the flow. Fortitude is having
courage under fire, and it helps the wise leader know
when to stick to a decision and when to revise it or, in
some cases, even reverse it.
Motivation
Self-interest is often considered to be a bad thing, but
in business it is a critical component for success. Selfinterest is described not as being self-centered, but
rather being totally motivated by a noble purpose and
the desire to achieve what the leader is sure will benefit
others. Wise leaders do not compete with others, but
engage stakeholders to motivate them in serving a
higher purpose. While business smart leaders are
competitive and functionally smart leaders operate
from a fixed mind-set, both kinds of leaders aim to
grab as big a piece of the pie as they can. Wise leaders
realize that co-creating value with others is a huge
win for all. The authors refer to this as "enlightened
self-interest," which eventually leads to a bigger pie.

Role clarity
Most people realize they play many roles in their
personal lives, but they do not always realize that
being a well-rounded leader means they must also
shift roles in business. Wise leaders do not let their
egos get in the way of doing whatever is necessary for
the common good. Sometimes that means stepping
out of the way and giving someone else the dominant
role. Sometimes leaders must serve. Recognizing
one's own strengths and weaknesses and knowing
that the role is not as important as the common goal
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The Larger Context

do so. Organizations often have multiple teams and
several projects going on at the same time. To the extent
that these teams operate wisely, their contributions
to their organizations also improve, culminating in
wise organizations. There are two approaches to
finding wisdom: a spiritual one and a practical one.
These two approaches are not mutually exclusive but
actually complement one another. Through this book
the authors have endeavoured to help smart leaders
become wise ones and infuse their wisdom into all
their teams, organizations, and communities.

The authors believe that each leader's path is uniquely
his or her own. The journey, they contend, begins with
the intention to become a wise leader. However they
can become wise if they are willing to operate outside
their comfort zones and appreciate the contributions
from others. The first step on the journey of wise
leadership starts by cultivating a wise perspective
- looking at the world view rather than the one
that is born of an individual's own experience. Wise
leaders look at the broad picture and consider all the
components before making a decision geared toward
the greatest collective good. Wise leaders are flexible
and capable of incorporating new information and
new situations into their decision-making processes,
sometimes changing the course if necessary, without
feeling threatened by changing their minds. Wisdom
is a grounding force that causes leaders to use their
intelligence for a higher purpose rather than to benefit
only themselves. The authors opine that groups can
also become wise as teams, if it is their intention to
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Article Digest

Leadership Communication in Project Management
(27th IPMA World Congress)
Benita Zulch

L

eadership Theories evolved over time by changing their focus from such traits
as physical appearance and personalities to leadership tasks to contingency
theory in the 1960s. The evolution continued much later when the focus shifted to
organizational change through the development of vision, charisma, respect and
trust in the 1980s and then to emotional intelligence in the vicinity of 2000. This
change in the thought and style of leadership also affected the project and the
way they are handled by the project managers during this time. In the present
article, the author explored one aspect of leadership behavior i.e communication
in a project environment and contend that it is an essential element in executing
and managing projects as well as setting up an useful connection between project
team members and stakeholders.
The author discusses about the studies on the different styles of leadership and
their attributes. She also emphasized that appropriate leadership style follows from
personality of the leader, maturity of the follower and the situation / environment.
Managers, particularly project managers, according to her, have a leadership
responsibility. The project manager should exhibit varying leadership style in
order to accommodate the complexities of the project environment. The style of
communication may vary depending on the manager and the project but it always
remains an integral part of leadership.
The importance of project manager’s skills and his role in managing a project is
highlighted when the other authors state that project managers are the bonding
medium which holds the project together. In order to perform this bonding they
need to perform various roles and many of them simultaneously.
The various roles that a project manager performs in a project environment need
different skills like communication skills, interpersonal skills , stress handling skills,
problem solving skills , management skills, presentation skills and leadership skills.
In this paper the author lays more stress on the leadership skill which necessitates
inspiring and motivating the project team and developing the people to achieve
the project goal. The author, differentiates between leadership as a communication
skills and communication as a leadership skills. Leadership as a communication
skill refers to function to get things done through others or the project team
members. Communication as a leadership skill requires that the leader ensures
that the resources implement the strategy, decisions and values properly in a
project. Quoting several other authors, she tried to establish that leadership and
communication are extremely important criteria for successful completion of a
project.
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hierarchical relationship, horizontal communication
taking place between peers and diagonal
communication with contractors and /or suppliers
or team members of other departments. A manager
must be able to communicate effectively to move to a
leadership position or to be seen as an effective leader.
So a successful project depends on a project leader
who in turn needs an effective leadership style that
depends on effective and efficient communication
with stakeholders.

The author further pointed out that in order to be
effective as a leader one needs skills, which can
be categorized into three sets- cognitive, technical
and communication skills. Professional knowledge
base gives cognitive skills, specialized practical and
manipulative techniques are the necessary ingredients
of technical skills, communication or social skills entail
the individual having the ability to interact effectively
with clients and professionals. Project Manager needs
to establish cooperative relationship with project
team members, ensure a conducive atmosphere for
communication, identify participants for the project
to ensure commitment and adopt appropriate
leadership style. Citing other studies she also added
inter-personal and emotional skills as other skills
which a project manager should possess. Emotional
skill is basically to make right decision under difficult
circumstances, to take responsibility and to have
courage and interpersonal skills are having selfconfidence to communicate. Without emotional
skills, interpersonal skills may not be used effectively
and without interpersonal skills the technical skills
may be wasted. The author is of the opinion that
the effectiveness of all other skills depend on the
communication skills. She also feels that this skill is
important because at different stages of the project
the project managers need to explain and discuss
ideas with each other as well as ask question which
requires their communication skills particularly
the oral communication skills to be successful. It is
due to the fact that verbal communication is often
misunderstood which demands that communication
actions like speaking, listening, reading and writing
are used with expertise to be successful.

Communication by a project manager expands
as he moves towards the leadership position. The
communication gets more and more complex with
effective writing and speaking skills at the core and
spiraling out to engulf the communication with
internal and external stakeholders.
Core skills a project manager should possess in order
to effectively communicate are writing and speaking.
In projects, complex documents and correspondences
need to be dealt with and project manager’s ability
to structure them effectively defines the success in
communication. While speaking they need to use the
language of leaders which is clear for the followers.
Managerial skills involve listening and is applicable
within the managerial ring. The ring may include his
team where he has to lead the meetings, develop and
build his team by applying this skill. As the project
manager moves up the ladder in the organization he
becomes the public face of the project. At this stage
he needs the corporate skills of leading his team
as well as external stakeholders through effective
communication.
The author conducted a research study on about
100 project managers on the characteristics that
a project manager should possess for effective
communication and their relative importance. She
feels that these characteristics are also indicative
of the style of leadership that a project manager
manifests. The characteristic that has been rated
the highest in the study for the construction project
manager is developing trust, collaboration and
teamwork followed by allowing team members to
take responsibility for their work, sharing the vision
of the project with the project team, task orientation,
people orientation, information disclosure to the
team members for decision making purposes, setting
challenges and goals for the team members, support

Existence of high level of verbal participation is what
an effective or influential leader should possess to be
perceived by project team members as project leaders.
Project leaders are able to produce projects in time
and within budget through effective management of
the communication and interaction among the people
and the organisations. But it can become ineffective
if the communication is influenced by arrogance,
disorganization, stubbornness, negativism and
distrust.
The author has pointed out that in any project effective
communication takes place in three directions –
vertical communication taking place within the
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for team members training and development,
realising individual needs of team members, trusting
the team members to take a decision themselves and
following the rule book taking up the successive
positions respectively in overall ranking. Individually
the respondents felt that these characteristics are
important, very important or extremely important for
successful communication by the project manager.

responsibility of their own work and the vision of the
company is shared with them. Analysing different
theories of leadership the author concludes that the
project manager with his characteristics of allowing
team members to take responsibility of their work,
developing trust, collaboration and teamwork and
sharing vision will apply any of these styles during
project execution.

The author concludes that the project manager
not only communicates through language but also
through his attitude , behavior and personality.
The effectiveness of such communication results in
developing trust and respect among team members
which are essential. The flow of information is also
enhanced when team members are allowed to take
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How the ‘Other’ Fukushima Plant Survived
Rajay Gulati, Charles Casto & Charlotte Krontiris

T

he March 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan saw the “Fukushima Disaster”
unfold with the ‘Fukushima Daiichi’, the nuclear power plant wracked by three
core meltdowns and three reactor building explosions. During that same time, it’s
sister plant ‘Fukushima Daini’ , about 10 kilometers to it’s south had also suffered
severe damage but escaped Daiichi’s fate.
The disaster and its impact
The natural disaster was almost of supernatural dimensions. At a magnitude of
9.0, the earthquake was the largest in Japan’s recorded history, and the waves it
generated were three times as high as what Daini had been built to withstand.
The earthquake hit on March11 at 2:46 PM- 50 meters of tectonic movement in two
and a half terrifying minutes. It had been days in the making and would generate
aftershocks for more than a year. At the same time, Tsunami that came was not a
single dreadful wave but a series of them.
Daini was left with just one diesel generator and one power line intact. Three of the
four reactors lacked sufficient power to run a critical component of their cooling
systems. Infact when the violent rolling and shaking subsided, it was found that
all four of Daini reactors had been shut down. When all the expectations of the
workers had been so violently shattered it was near impossible to think of them
moving forward and taking action. Mr. Naohiro Masuda, site superintendent had
an uphill task mobilizing and keeping motivated the 400 employees on site.
The article sheds light on how leadership shaped the outcome - Charting ‘Daini’s
way through the chaos, and the plant surviving without a meltdown or an
explosion.
A. Making Sense – Assessing the damage
Acknowledging the evolving reality
To assess the damage and begin the dangerous work of restoring power to the
reactors, Mr. Masuda didn’t simply make decisions and issue orders. He knew
he had to persuaded people to act- against their survival instinct. Mr. Masuda’s
technical competence, knowledge of the plant and diligence had helped him earn
the trust of his people. But he didn’t get overawed by this fact, keeping grounded,
he acknowledged the enormity of the situation and the continuously evolving
reality in which they were operating. He took a decision, and shared the burden
of this uncertainty and doubt with the team so that the team could together adapt
to each twist and turn.
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Assessing the damage- giving hope

not act an intermediary. So, he offered data, giving
workers the opportunity to confront and process the
uncertainty for themselves. He waited and started
discussing issues with the team. He prompted them
to do their own sensemaking: to reflect on how their
emerging reality fit their assessment of risk. This had
an impact on the team, and when he finally asked
them to create teams, one for each of the four reactor
unit, to go out, survey and work on the damage, no
one refused.

‘Sensemaking’ is an adaptive behavior, in which
understanding and experience of things shape each
other. In the process, through ‘enactment’, bit by bit
we clarify an uncertain reality through action and
subsequent reflection. Mr. Masuda continuously
engaged in this process. Nothing was taken for granted.
With each problem they faced, they recalibrated,
iteratively creating continuity and restoring order.
This continuous process of situation evaluation and
adapting actions created better understanding of the
challenges they faced , giving everyone ‘hope’ for
bringing things back to normal.

C. Resolution to turn things around
Building Confidence
Mr. Masuda shared information with his workers as
it became available, slowly replacing uncertainty with
meaning. By sharing and evaluating information
and situation, he made what had already happened
knowable and what hadn’t yet happened a little more
predictable. Therefore, as unforeseen challenges
emerged, the team members repeatedly acted their
way through them, making adjustments as they went.

B. Working with Purpose
Acting decisively even in crisis
Having gathered his people in the plant’s Emergency
Response Centre (ERC), he took update from the
operations manager. With no initial evidence of
extensive damage to the plant as yet, Mr. Masuda kept
things under control by continuously monitoring
the situation and sending field teams for actual
assessment of the damage done and to pick signs
of any impending disaster. However, as things
worsened, persuading people to go as teams to the
field to restore things, was not an easy task. But he
knew, if he did not move right away, they would risk
compromising containment. Despite the urgency
that the situation demanded, he remained patient,
taking his time assessing situation and evaluating
options, without emotionally getting affected by the
expectations of his people from him as their leader.

Gaining Commitment
Mr. Masuda displayed the plans openly. He went
back to the whiteboard. He ordered a subordinate to
write up the overall picture of the plant and an outline
of the recovery strategy. Workers interpreted this as a
public commitment to seeing the plans through. This
saw them working collectively and taking decisions
without waiting for guidance from above.
Mr. Masuda and his team had worked through the
crisis, problem by problem. Because he had so calmly
presented his people with the uncertainty of their
situation, and because the workers themselves had
confronted and conquered it time and again, they
could embrace the unpredictable nature of their
work. Acting their way toward the challenge with
sense, purpose and resolution, they succeeded, and
on the morning of March 15, all four Daini reactors
had achieved cold shutdown.

Clear Communication
Mr. Masuda gave each group detailed instructions
about where to go and what to do. He made a list
of operational priorities and the supplies needed
to carry them out. Concerned about the effects that
anxiety and fear might have on the workers’ power to
recall, he made people repeat the instructions back to
him before they went.
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Talking with Hard Facts
Leaders often view themselves as intermediaries
who digest the unpredictable, the contingent- and
transmute them into a more refined, reliable outcome.
However the instability and volatility of the condition
that they were in demanded that Mr. Masuda did
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ogh dy ds
uk;d cusxsaA¸

izca/u ,oa usr`Ro] bu nksuksa 'kCnksa dks lkekU;r% i;kZ;okph eku fy;k tkrk gS tcfd ;s nks
levFkhZ 'kCn ugha gSa ;|fi gesa nksuksa dh vko';drk gSA izca/u eq[;r% vkarfjd xfrfof/;ksa
ij dsfUnzr gksrk gS ;Fkk laxBu] O;olk;] O;fDr vkfnA tcfd usr`Ro dk dsUnz fcUnq cfgZeq[kh
gksrk gS tSls fd vki Hkfo"; esa viuh dEiuh] O;olk; vFkok lekt dks dgk¡ vFkkZr
fdu mpkbZ;ksa ij ns[kuk pkgrs gSaA ;|fi bu nksuksa esa dkiQh lekurk,a Hkh gSa tSls nksuksa dk
mís'; ekuo 'kfDr dk lgh mi;ksx djuk gS ijUrq izca/u esa ge vius mn~ns';ksa dh iwfrZ gsrq
iz.kkfy;ksa ,oa izfØ;kvksa] bR;kfn dk lgkjk ysrs gSa tcfd usr`Ro vkids ewY;ksa vkSj fopkjksa ij
vk/kfjr vknZ'kksa dh iwfrZ dk ekè;e gSA
vkt ds O;kolf;d ;qx esa ;g vfr vko';d gS fd vki vius vki dks csgrj <ax ls is'k
djsa vkSj tks ,slk dj ik;sxsa ogh dy ds uk;d cusxsaA ;gk¡ vius vki dks lqO;ofLFkr djus
ls esjk rkRi;Z gS & ;g lh[kuk fd vkSjksa ds lkFk feydj ;k ;wa dfg;s fd muds lkFk da/s
ls da/k feykdj dSls vius y{;ksa dks mRiknd ,oa ykHkdkjh rjhdksa ls gkfly fd;k tk
ldrk gSA ftruk vki vius ckjs esa tkusxsa mruk gh vki viuh Je 'kfDr ds lkFk fey dj
vklkuh ls vius O;olk; vFkok laxBu ds mn~ns';ksa dh iwfrZ djus esa l{ke gksaxsaA
vr% ;g dguk xyr ugha gksxk fd Lo%usr`Ro gh izca/u ,oa usr`Ro dk eq[; vk/kj gSaA
;g oks uhao gS ftlij vkidh liQyrk vFkok vliQyrk fuHkZj gSa D;kssafd vxj vki Loa;
dks usr`Ro iznku ugha dj ldrs rks vkSjksa dk usr`Ro dSls dj ik;sxsaA Lo%usr`Ro og izfØ;k gS
ftlesa O;fDr vius vki dks lqO;ofLFkr vkSj csgrj <ax ls izLrqr djus dh dyk lh[krk
gS vkSj vius vki dks csgrj <ax ls tkudj oks csgrj izca/d vkSj uk;d dh Hkwfedk vnk
dj ldrk gSA
Lo%usr`Ro dk egRo vkSj mi;ksfxrk fiNys ,d n'kd ls cgqr c<+ x;h gSA pwafd jkst cnyrk
O;kolkf;d ekgkSy vkSj xyk&dkV izfr;ksfxrk ds bl nkSj esa mÙkjthfork ds fy;s vko';d gS
& yphykiu] Rofjr izfrfØ;k] l`tukRedrk ,oa egku f'k{k.k dkS'kyA blhfy;s vkt izca/u
izf'k{k.k Hkh Lo%usr`Ro ij gh dsfUnzr gSA ;g dg ikuk cgqr eqf'dy gS fd dy gesa dSls
izca/dksa dh vko';drk gksxh ij gekjh dksbZ Hkh vko';drk gks] mu lc esa ,d xq.k tks
leku gksxk og ;g fd mUgsa ,d vPNk Lo% uk;d gksuk gh gksxkA bldk rkRi;Z gS fd muesa
mPp vkRe&lEeku vkSj vkReKku dwV&dwV dj Hkjk gksxkA mUgsa csgn yphyk gksuk gksxk tks
cnyrh ifjfLFkfr;ksa dk lkeuk djusa esa l{ke gksa ldsaA
vkids 'kh"kZ iznZ'ku ds fy, ;g furkUr vko';d gS fd vki ru&eu ls iw.kZr;k LoLFk gksa]
vr% Lo%usr`Ro dks ifjHkkf"kr djus dk ,d vklku rjhdk gS & laiw.kZ izlUurk ;k lykerh

*Ghe-ceneØeyebOekeâ (Mew#eefCekeâ) SJeb JejerÙe mebkeâeÙe meomÙe, Sce0 šer0 DeeF&0, mesue, jeBÛeer
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vkidh O;olkf;d voLFkk] 'kkfjfjd voLFkk] ekufld
voLFkk lkekftd voLFkk ,oa vkè;kfRed voLFkk vkidh
laiw.kZ izlUurk vFkok lykerh ds fy;s ftEesnkj gksrh gSA
Lo%usr`Ro bu Bksl oLrqvksa ij vk/kfjr gksrk gS tSls&

igpkfu;sA ;g lkspus ds ctk; dh gesa thou esa D;k feyk gS
;g lksfp;s fd geus vius ifjokj] lekt vFkok laLFkku ds
mRFkku ds fy;s D;k ;ksxnku fn;k gS ;k ge budh csgrjh ds
fy, tks dj ldrs gSa] D;k oks lc geus fd;k gSA eSa dkSu gw¡\
eSa D;k dj jgk gw¡\ eSa dgk¡ jg jgk gw¡\ esjs thou dk D;k
mís'; gS\ bu iz'uksa ds mÙkj [kksft;s D;ksafd ;gh gekjs thou
ds y{; r; djus esa gekjs lgk;d gksaxs vkSj gesa thou esa
,d fn'kk iznku djsaxsaA ;kn jf[k;s] thou esa cgqr vizR;kf'kr
eksM vkrs jgrs gSaA vr% vkids thou ds y{; vkSj mís';
Li"V jgsaA gesa vius loksZÙke dh [kkst vius vUnj gh djuh
gksxhA gesa vius ewY;ksa vkSj fl¼karksa ij fo'okl djuk gksxk
fiQj vius fo'okl dks lqn`<+ djus ds fy, pkgs ge Hkxoku
ij fo'okl djsa] foKku ij djsa ;k izd`fr ijA gekjs vUnj
vius thou ds mn~ns'; dks tkuus dh tUetkr rM+i gksrh gSA
ge ges'kk vius ls cM+s ds lkFk tqM+uk pkgrs gSa rkfd gesa
ges'kk ;g vglkl gks fd ge bl nqfu;k ds egRoiw.kZ vax
gSaA cl vko';drk gS rks ;g tkuus dh fd oks cM+k D;k
gS ftlls gesa tqM+uk gS] cl mls gh igpkfu;s D;ksafd ;gh
vkids thou dk mís'; gS vkSj vkidk vafre y{;A

O;olkf;d voLFkk ls rkRi;Z gS fd vkidks vius dk;Z ds
y{;ksa vkSj mn~ns';ksa dk Li"V vkSj lgh&lgh Kku gks] vki
esa ml dk;Z dks djus dh dkcfy;r gks vkSj vkids ikl
vius izn'kZu dks tk¡pus dk tfj;k gks ,oa vki vius izn'kZu
esa lrr~ fodkl dj ldsA
'kfjfjd voLFkk ls rkRi;Z gS fd vki 'kfjfjd :i ls
iw.kZr% LoLFk gksa rFkk vki larqfyr Hkkstu ysa] le; ij lks;sa
,oa fur O;k;ke djsaA
ekufld voLFkk ls rkRi;Z gS fd mtkZoku] ftKklq] yxu'khy
gksa ,oa rqjar fu.kZ; ysus esa l{ke gksa ,oa lnSo u;h&u;h phtsa
lh[kus dks rRij gksaA
lkekftd voLFkk ls rkRi;Z gS fd vki vius ifjtuksa]
vfHkHkkodksa ,oa fe=kksa ls lac/ksa esa ÅtkZ cuk;s j[kus esa l{ke
gksa vkSj 'kkSd (gkcht) ds fy, le; fudky ldsaA

2- y{; ij è;ku dsafnzr djsa

vkè;kfRed voLFkk ls rkRi;Z gS fd vkids thou esa
mn~ns';] ewY;ksa] fl¼karksa ,oa dk;Zdykiksa esa lgh larqyu gksA
bldk vfHkizk; gS fd vkidks vkids thou ds y{; Li"V
gksa ,oa vkidk thou vkè;kfRed izsj.kk ls lapkfyr gksA

vxj vkidks viuk mn~ns'; Li"V gS vkSj vkius vius thou
dk y{; fu/kZfjr dj fy;k gS rks lkjk è;ku vius y{;
dh izkfIr ij yxk;saA thou esa dbZ ,sls volj vk;sxsa] tc
vkidks yxsxk fd irk ugha ge y{; izkIr dj ik;saxsa fd
ugha] vr% tks fey jgk gS D;ksa uk mlh ls larks"k dj ysaA
cl ;gh oks iy gS tc vkidks vius y{; ls ugha HkVduk
gSA ;kn jf[k;s fd vius liuksa dks iwjk djus ds fy, vkidks
rhu phtksa dh vko';drk gS & lkgl] /S;Z vkSj deZA
vkidk lkgl vkidks tksf[ke mBkus dh fgEer iznku djsxk
rkfd vki oks cu lds ftlds fy, vki ;gk¡ vk;s gSaA ;g
vkidk lkgl gh gS tks vkidks viuh iqjkuh ekU;rkvksa dks
rksM+us esa enn djsxkA è;ku dsfUnzr djus dk eryc gS vki
vius y{; dks lgt <ax ls izkIr djus dk ekxZ <wa<+sxsa vkSj
;gh lgtrk vkidks le; izca/u esa Hkh ennxkj gksxhA tc
vkidk è;ku vkids y{; ij dsfUnzr gksxk rks vki viuh
izkFkfedrkvksa dks vius le; izca/u esa ges'kk mPpre egRo
nsaxsa vkSj viuk T;knk le; dsoy egRoiw.kZ vFkok vko';d
dk;ks± vkSj izfØ;kvksa dks viukus esa yxk;sxsa rkfd vuqi;ksxh
dk;ks± ij vkidk le; u"V u gksA d`i;k è;ku jf[k;s fd ;g
vklku ugha gSa ijUrq vkidks ;kn j[kuk gksxk fd vxj vki
lc dqN ikuk pkgrs gSa rks dqN Hkh ugha ik;sxsaA vius y{;

,d lqpk: Lo%usr`Ro 'kfDriqat dh rjg dke djrk gS vkSj
vkidks vkarfjd ÅtkZ iznku djrk gS rkfd vki Fkdku]
Dykafr vkSj vfr&fof'k"Vhdj.k ls cp ldsaA ge lcds ikl
cgqrsjh viz;qDr ÅtkZ lnSo miyC/ gS cl t:jr gS bl
viz;qDr ÅtkZ dk bLrseky djus dhA vf/dk'kar% gekjh fpj
iqjkru ekU;rk,a gekjh rjDdh] cnyko vkSj mUufr ds vkM+s
vk tkrh gS D;ksafd ge u;s iz;ksx ds ifj.kke ls Mjrs gSa
vkSj vxj fgEer djsa Hkh rks cnyko dh izfØ;k vklku ugha
gSA vius vki dks cnyus dh izfØ;k vklku ugha gS D;ksafd
blds fy, vkidks vius fl¼karksa vkSj muds vuqikyu ds
fy, dfBu Lo&vuq'kklu dh vko';drk gSaA vxj vki ,d
izHkkoh izca/d vkSj dq'ky uk;d cuuk pkgrs gSa rks vkidks
fuEu 10 fl¼karksa dks vius thou'kSyh dk vax cukuk gksxkA
1- vius thou ds mn~ns'; dks igpkfu;s
ge ifjokj] lekt ,oa laLFkku ds ,d lnL; gSa vkSj gekjs
;gk¡ gksus dk ,d iz;kstu gS] d`i;k vius vfLrRo dks
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vius pkjksa rjiQ gksrs fur u;s cnyko ds ckjs esa tku ldsa
vkSj ,d cPps dh ekfuan mldks lh[kus le>us dh dksf'k'k
djuh gksxh rkfd cnyrs ekgkSy esa vki dHkh vius vki dks
fiNM+k gqvk eglwl u djsaA vkidh ;gh ekufldr ftKklk
vkidks vksjksa ls vyx cuk;sxhA vkidh ;gh ftKklk vkidh
jpukRedrk vkSj u;s&u;s iz;ksxksa dk lEcy cusxh vkSj vki
dqN u;k dj i;sxsaA ge u;s&u;s iz;ksx ls blh fy, Mjrs
gSa fd gesa muds ifj.kkekas dh fpUrk gS vkSj gesa yxrk gS
fd ifjfLFkfr;ka gekjs cl ls ckgj u gks tk;sa tcfd gekjs
vktek;s gq, mik; gesa ,d r;'kqnk ifj.kke dh xkjaVh nsrs
gSaA Lej.k jgs fd ge vius vki dks rHkh cny ldrs gSa
tc ge ;k rks cgqr Mjs gq, gksa ;k cgqr mRlqd gksaA viuh
iqjkuh ekU;rkvksa ls NqVdkjk ikbZ;s tks vkidh rjDdh dk
jksM+k cuh gqbZ gS fiQj pkgs oks vkids nfd;kuwlh fopkj gks]
ijEijk,a gks] eu ds Mj ;k oge gksa ;k iqjkuh vknrsA vUtkus
ds Hk; ls gh ge viuh iqjkuh vknrksa ;k fopkjksa ls fpids
jgrs gSaA bl Hk; dks nwj HkxkbZ;s vkSj cnyko dks fny ls
viukus dk iz;kl dhft;s] vki vius vkidsk ,d lqjf{kr
LFkku ij ik;saxsaA

ij dsafnzr jgus ds fy, vkidks varjeq[kh gksuk gksxk uk fd
cfgjeq[khA ijUrq vkt ds bl rduhdh ;qx esa vkids ikl
24 ?kaVs Vh-oh-] bUVjusV] esy] eksckby bR;kfn ls bruh lwpuk
miyC/ gS fd vkidks mlh ls vius dke dh tkudkjh
fudky ikus ls gh iqQlZr ugha gSA lwpuk izks|ksfxdh ds bl
;qx esa gesa xSj t:jh lwpuk vkSj tkudkjh ls Hkj fn;k gS
tcfd viuh mÂfr ds fy, gesa varjeu ls lkspuk t:jh gSA
vr% gesa vius vraKkZu dh vksj mUeq[k gksuk gksxk vkSj vius
Hkhrjh izsj.kk ls vkxs dne c<+kus gksaxsaA rHkh ge 'kkfUr ls jg
ldrs gSa vkSj vius y{; dks izkIr dj ldrs gSaA
3- viuh izekf.kdrk LFkkfir djsa
fdlh Hkh fo[;kr usrk ds thou ij utj Mkfy;s] vki ik;saxs
fd mUgksaus viuh eafty lR;rk ds ekxZ ij py dj gh izkIr
dh] os ckgjh vkMEcj ls eqDr jgs vkSj mudk usr`Ro cukoVh
ugha FkkA vxj vki le;kuqlkj vyx&vyx Hkwfedk fuHkk
jgs gSa rks ;g cukoVhiu~ vkidk le; vkSj 'kfDr nksuksa dk
g~kl djsxkA vkius tks vius fy;s ekxZ r; dj fy;k] vxj
vki ml ij vfMx jgsa vkSj vkidks vius thou dk y{;
Li"V gS rks vkidks ;g Hkh Li"V gksxk fd vkids thou dk
mís'; D;k gS vkSj vki nqfu;k dks D;k nsuk pkgrs gSaA vki
vius y{; ls dqN Hkh de ij le>kSrk ugha djsaxsa vkSj lR;
ij MVs jgsaxsaA gks ldrk gS fd bl ekxZ dks viukus esa dkiQh
dfBukbZ;ksa dk lkeuk vkidks djuk iM+s] lnSo ;kn jf[k;s
fd thr ges'kk lR; dh gh gksrh gSA jkst lqcg mBdj vius
vki ls iz.k dhft;s fd eSa vkt viuh eafty dh rjiQ
,d dne vkSj c<+kÅ¡xkA lnSo izlÂ jguk gh vkidh vknr
gksuh pkfg;s] lcdh ckr lquus dks rRij jgsa] ;g vkidh
izekf.kdrk gh gSa tks vkids thou dks ml jkg ij lapkfyr
djsxh tgk¡ vki yksxksa ls] LFkku ls ,oa ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls vkikj
[kqf'k;k¡ cVksjsxsaA vki viuk usr`Ro yksxksa ij Fkksisxsa ugha oju~
vkidk Lo%usr`Ro vkidks mudk uk;d cuk nsxkA

5- vius vki ij Hkjkslk jf[k;s
dqN Hkh u;k lh[kus ;k djus ds fy, vR;ar vko';d gS
fd vki esa vkRe fo'okl gks rHkh vki tksf[ke mBk ik;saxsaA
vko';rk gS rks cl bl ckr dh fd vki vius lqfo/k
?ksjs ls ckgj fudysa vkSj dqN u;k dkS'ky lh[kus dks lnSo
mRlqd jgsaA vkerkSj ij ge mlh {ks=k esa dqN djuk vFkok
u;k lh[kuk pkgrs gSa tks gesa vPNs ls igys gh vkrk gSA
dqN u;k lh[kus dh dksf'k'k rks dhft;s rHkh vkidks vglkl
gksxk fd u;k lh[kus esa fdruk d"V gS vkSj lh[kus dh efgek
dks le> ik;saxsaA vkidks vius vki ij ;g Hkjkslk djuk gh
gksxk fd vki dqN cM+k dj ldrs gSa vkSj fiQj ;g Hkjkslk
vFkok fo'okl gh vkidks vUn:uh 'kfDr iznku djsxkA
vkidk Hkjkslk ;k fo'okl vkidks izÑfr vFkok fdlh Hkh
lkoZHkkSfed izKrk ls izkIr gks ldrk gS vkSj vkidk fo'okl
gh vkidks dqN dj xqtjus dh 'kkjhfjd ÅtkZ iznku djrk gSA

4- ges'kk dqN u;k lh[krs jfg;s
uohdj.k cnyko vkSj fujUrj f'k{kk vkt ds O;kolkf;d ;qx
dh vko';drk cu x;h gSA ;g lc vkids O;fDrxr thou
dh rjDdh dh Hkh dqath gSA vkidks le; ds lkFk pyus
ds fy, csgn yphyk gksuk gksxk vkSj lnSo u;h&u;h phtsa
lh[kus ds fy, rRij jguk gksxkA tc vki le; ds lkFk
pyuk lh[k tk;saxsa rc vkidks vglkl gksxk fd cnyko cqjh
oLrq ugha gS oju~ ;g ,d pqukSrh gS ftlls vkidks ikj ikuk
gh gksxkA vkidks viuh ftKklk cuk;s j[kuh gksxh rkfd vki

6- /S;Z j[ksa vkSj ges'kk rS;kj jgsa
ogh O;fDr viuh eafty dks izkIr djrk gS tks vius y{;
rd igq¡pus dk /S;Z j[krk gSA /hjt jf[k;s vkSj vius y{;
dh vksj tkrh jkg ij pyrs jfg;s] vkids liQj ds nkSjku
,sls dbZ eksM+ vk;sasxsa tc vkidks vius r;'kqnk y{; ls dqN
de izkIr gksus ds volj fn[kk;h nsaxsa] MxexkbZ;s er] /S;Z
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vki laosnu'khy gSa rks vkidks vius vkl&ikl ls vkrs
detksj lans'kksa dks i<+us esa enn feysxh vkSj vki mu
ifjfLFkfr;ksa dks Hkkai dj vkus okys cnykoksa ls yM+us ds
fy, vius vki dks rS;kj dj ik;saxsaA thou esa rjDdh dk
eryc gh gS lansu'khy gksuk vFkkZr vius ekgkSy vkSj yksxksa
ds izfr tkx:d gksukA

jf[k;s] cl dqN dne dh nwjh vkSj r; dhft;s vkidk y{;
vkids lkeus gksxkA vko';drk cl bruh lh gS fd vkidks
lnSo rS;kj jguk gksxk vkSj y{; dh vksj tkrh gj u;h jkg
dks [kqys eu ls viukus dk lkgl djuk gksxkA
7- vuq'kkflr vkSj lgu'khy cfu;s
ges'kk ;kn jf[k;s fd O;fDrxr cnyko dksbZ ,d fnu esa
ugha vkrk] vius vkidks cnyus ds fy, la;e ,oa n`<+rk
dh vko';drk gksrh gSA viuh lgu'kfDr dh lhek c<+kbZ;s
vkSj vius vki dks vuq'kklu esa jf[k;sA Lo;a esa cnyko
,d dfBu izfØ;k gS] vr% dfBukbZ;ksa dk eqLdjk dj lkeuk
dhft;sA vkius vius cnyko dk ekxZ Loa; pquk gS] blhfy;s
vkidks ges'kk izlÂ jguk gSA vxj vkidks thou izlUurk
iwoZd thuk gS rks viuh iqjkuh nfd;kuwlh fopkj/kjk dks
R;kxuk gksxk tks tkus&vutkus vkidh thou'kSyh dk fgLlk
cu pqdh gS vkSj ftls cnyus ds fy, vkidks Loa; dks
vuq'kkflr djuk gksxkA ;g la?k"kZ vkidk vius vki ls gS
vr% vkidks viuh yxu vkSj izfrc¼rk vius y{; izkfIr
ds fy, fn[kkuh gh gksxh] rHkh vki ,d [kq'kgky vkSj meax
Hkjk thou th ik;saxsaA ;g Lo%usr`Ro ds fy, ,d vfuok;Zrk
gSA Lej.k jgs fd cM+h ls cM+h ;k=kk dk vkjaHk Hkh ,d NksVs
ls dne ds lkFk gh gksrk gSA

9- I;kj ckafV;s
I;kj vkSj viukiu vkids O;fDrxr thou dh [kq'kgkyh ds
fy, lcls izHkkoh 'kfDriqat gSA ;g I;kj gh gS ftlls nqfu;k
pyrh gS ;k ;w¡ dfg;s ftlus thou dks thus yk;d cuk;k
gS] lksfp;s fcuk I;kj ds thou dSlk gksxk\ vxj vki pkgrs
gSa fd lHkh vkidks pkgsa rks vkidks Hkh I;kj ckaVuk gksxk pkgs
fiQj oks vkidh n;kyqrk] mnkjnrk] lkSgknZ] dksek;Z ;k e`nqrk
ds :i esa gh gks vFkkZr ;Fkk;ksX; gksaA ;g vkidk nwljksa ds
izfr izse gh gS tks vkidks nwljksa dk Lo;aHkw uk;d cuk nsrk
gS D;ksafd I;kj ds cnys esa dsoy I;kj gh feyrk gS vkSj
oks vkidks viuk vkn'kZ ekudj vkidk usr`Ro Lohdkjrs gSaA
10- fouez jfg;s vkSj lcds dke vkbZ;s
fdlh Hkh egku uk;d dh thouh i<+ yhft;s] vki ik;saxas
fd mUgksaus viuk lkjk thou nwljksa dh lsok esa yxk fn;kA
muesa bruk vkRefo'okl Fkk fd os vius dke dks c[kwch
vatke ns ldrs gSa vkSj lkFk gh lkFk bruh fouezrk Hkh Fkh
fd lcds dke vkus ds ckotwn mUgsa bl ckr dk Kku Fkk
fd nwljksa dh rjDdh esa mudk ;ksxnku fufEer ek=k gSA mudh
blh NksVh lh lksp us mUgsa vkt bfrgkl esa vej dj fn;kA
vki rHkh vPNs uk;d ds :i esa tkus vkSj igpkus tk;saxsa
tc vki nwljksa ls Js"B gksrs gq, Hkh muds izfr fouez gksaxsa
vkSj nwljksa ds nq[k nnZ dks nwj djus ds fy, lnSo rRij gksaxsa
rc vkidk usr`Ro gj O;fDr vius eu ls Lohdkj djsxk vkSj
vkidk vuqlj.k djus dk iz;Ru djsxkA

8- laosny'khy cfu;s
,d ;ksX; Lo% uk;d ds fy, csgn vko';d gS fd og
laosnu'khy gksA ;g thou dk ,d fojks/kHkkl gh gS fd
vkidks ,d vPNk uk;d cuus gsrq dBksj vkSj laosnu'khy
gksuk gksxkA vxj vkidks vglkl gksrk gS fd vki laosnu'khy
cu dj detksj iM+ tk;saxsa rks fcYdqy er ?kcjkbZ;s D;ksafd
vki vxj laosnu'khy gSa rks vkidks nwljksa dks Hkh lgh rjg
ls igpkuus esa enn feysxh D;ksafd vkidh laosnu'khyrk
vkidks muds vunj >kadus dk volj iznku djsxhA vxj
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